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Cinema Ticketing System Abstract 
Abstract 
Cinema Ticketing System (CTS) is my final year thesis project title. CTS is a 
web-enable management system. It designed for a local cinema organization use. 
With this capability, the system is able to provide tightly integrated online real-time 
reservation, payment transaction order and electronic information dissemination such 
as email and promotion to its members. Moviegoers, employee and the management 
level are the targ t group who will benefit if the system developed in a uccess. 
This report introduces the CTS project. It defines the objectives, significance, 
cope and project chedule that hould identified bef r devel pment of thi ystem. 
eside that, it ha a description on the topic tudied and researched during the 
literature re earch and literatur e rcview. 
In th anal i pha \ the V M del with pr t t ping approach wa selected f r 
the de elopmcnt pr ce be .ausc th· stren iths of both the V model and pr totyping 
can e mbin d in n ingl pr ~ '·t and r iduc ·s the ris in ol id. The development 
t 1 h en Mi ro on Visual tudi .NET wheres the web server was internet 
Inf rmation e er .0 v ith back end data case Mi r isott S ) Server 200 . All these 
will be deplo d n Wind \: _Q 0 Ad ance crvcr platform. 
For th m · ment olden creen inema i the only cinema company who 
impl ment an online booking service in Malaysia. But the service thus far has many 
weak.ne e that could be exploited into a much reliable and efficient system both to 
the management and customer. From here, lies a great opportunity to change and 
impro e a system that promises better service in the business service ect r that 
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Cinema Ticketing System Chapter 1 : Introduction 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project overview 
Recently, a lot of on1ine transaction is available on the web. The sophisticated 
business transaction can be implemented all over the world through internet and 
intranet. Cinema Ticketing System (CTS) in a web enable system that design to fulfill 
the requirement of a cinema organization. It is an integrated system to manage the 
organization efficiently and systematically. Therefore, all the operations and process 
of the transaction will be facilitated and easily. 
inema Ticketing stem ( T ) ha three functional m dule , which are 
ustomer administration module, taff administration module, and Manager 
administration module. These three functional module will perform all needed ta ks 
which are tick t re: rvation, pa ment transaction informati n di eminauon 
facilitie , reporting, hall management, seat managem mt, movie information 
management, u er profile mana ' m nt and promotion. With these, inema icketing 
could help r in ent a nter bu incss management movie theater which 
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1.2 Project objectives 
With our prime minister, Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir's vision of Multimedia 
SuperCorridor (MSC) will soon become a reality as our country is moving from 
industrial age into information age. The future looks bright for those who have and 
will invest time procuring knowledge on this gigantic global network. 
This project is a hope to develop new business processes and supporting 
information system processe and services to create efficiency and effectiveness in 
ticket booking in movie theater online. It is anticipated that the resulting system will 
provide for high integrated processes and services that cross many internal business 
functions and reach directly to cu tomers. It is anticipated that this project will result 
more than ne of the f II wmg:- 
1. To r ·a h out to ustomers m a dir ict market a ppr ach result. in 
significant competitive ad antage for movie theaters in a highly 
competiti e market. 
2. o gi a better ervice to customers and lulfillin 1 their need . 
T er at a tematic taloging s t m of updated relea e and keep 
a high maintenance profile of each movie for easy information 
retrie al. 
4. To understand the working of e-commerce and identify electronic 
payment methods that feasible through the internet. 
5. Improve quality of service towards customers and keep track record 
of gross sales of tickets according to movie rel ca cs. 
Maintain a welJ kept scheduling y tern of room for me re nu n 1 
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1.3 Project Conception 
This project was conceived from sources that have recognized the need for 
system improvement in movie theaters especially in the aspects of online booking. 
Sources believed that a better strategic information system plan should be developed 
to help both management needs and customers wants. The information system 
establishes priorities for database, the internet as the system platform, multimedia 
applications and web-based applications. The development of this project is proposed 
using Microsoft products such as Visual Basic 6.0, Active erver Pages (ASP), a new 
revolutionary programming framework that enable rapid development of powerful 
web application and service , L erver or Acee 2000 which is a database 
development application, web de elopment tool. such as Visual lnterdev and 
rontPage 2000 and Macr media products such as Flash . and reamWeaver MX. 
U e and choice. of oftware in the development or the sy. tern. arc prior to change. 
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1.4 Project Scope 
The target groups to use this system are moviegoers who use the internet 
often, the employees who are involved directly in the ticket reservation and booking 
process and the management itself for better administration handling. 
The project scopes of CTS for Customer administration section are:- 
• To enable customer to view the status of seat, information of movie on show, 
prize, announcement, and promotion . 
• To enable cu tomer to buy movie ticket online from anytime and anywhere. 
he project scopes of TS for Staff administration section are:- 
• "o enable taff l m dif hi or her re crvati n inf rmati n, r imp! have 
them access it for icwing an riven time. 
• o enable staff to .ee inf rmation corresponding to an movie through .. , 
information pre ented include room numbers, availability of room, number of 
a ailabl and o cupi d eat , as well a date and show time of respective 
movie and promotion. 
The project scope of CTS for Manager administration section are:- 
• To enable the manager to view a list of show time, the managers have the 
ability to add movies, remove movie or change movie or room schedule . 
• The manager is ahle to access the Modify/ anccl R ·s rvation option. 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
A brief timeline of the development stages is illustrated in the figure below. The 
proposal at the moment is at the prior stages of system designing and system analysis. 
1. Project planning 
2. Requirement analysis 
3. Data collection 
4. Decision analysis/planning of development 
5. y tern analysis 
6. y tern de ign 
7. Protot pe de clopment 
8. ' stem de lopment 
9. Integration tc ting 
10. tem tc ting 
I I. ocumcntati n 
JH. Q1 ''~ '1•01 )f J 
IO Ta$~ Nar1 o •• 1l~lll .,, ,, I A1.•J I i'J' ( ~ I •'•P'I I I J#I I I 
1 p Ptrl 1 Gw • 2 R I . rt Mill)' 16W • 
3 O.nCoff °' 18w • . Oect•IOI',.,., l)'!JS 18w • 
5 Sr; m Ana~'SlS 24W - 5 s. t)eS>gn 31iw - 7 f> o .. , opmeri· aw 
s .o ~ 102111 
9 Ir'. ' T ng 3 2w - 10 SY\'. 1T ~w - 11 ().-)( I r 37 ~w 
... 
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It is recognized that the project scope and timeline may need to be refined over 
the course of the project. 
1.6 Project Motivation 
There are few reasons for me to develop the "Cinema Ticketing System" and 
actually this idea was brought out by my colleague when 1 was undergoing my 
industrial training at Global Soft (MSC) Berhad. Because at that time, he just finished 
his study at Australia and came back to Malaysia, he found that our local online 
cinema booking y tern till got few weaknesses and it pre ented opportunitie for 
vast improvement. For me, it wa a bu ine elution that required imple solution 
which would expose to the power pull of the influence at ""-commerce. This project 
touches all the elements of what knowledge I managed to obtain during my three 
years on studying in ni crsit of Malaya; a touch or marketing, human resource 
management, databa e management graphic· application programming, network 
programming and so on. As I am pur .uin 1 a degr c in 'om put r Science majoring 
N tworking, "Online inema Package' i a go d step for carrier planning to think 
like a system anal si , to become a system designer, a whole team of developers and a 
taste of decision making. With these, Cinema Ticketing System (CTS) was set in my 
mind as to grip this opportunity to reinvent a better business management movie 
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1. 7 Project Business Solution Strategy 
The CTS is symbolized as a business prototype model to find solutions for 
problems existing in the current online system of the local theaters using Information 
Technology and Computer Science techniques. So a strategy is presented to identify 
the problems, to seek opportunities and to reach goals. A decision making model is 
emphasized in this illustration:- 
Problem and Identify Built everal 
pportunity • on traint • pt ions Factors 
i 
De clop an 1 hoo sc the Analysis 
and onduct • est • olutions olution I\ 11 ·nmli ·s 
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1.8 Project Chapter Summarization 
The first phase of the project documentation is divided into four parts:- 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
It is an overview of the CTS project. All the aims and scope of the project is being 
described and listed properly. It also explains about the limitation in the system, the 
conceptual of doing this and what is the expected outcome of the project. The project 
schedule also is shown in Gantt chart. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Thi. chapter de cribes the proce or gathering and earch for relevant information. In 
thi ection include what i literature review and type of literature reviewed. 
lnfonnation ab ut databa c and t echnolog in client and . ervcr idc technology uch 
a programming language and t ols that arc needed to develop a wcb-ba ed ystcm 
also will be di cu ed h 're. 
Chapter 3: Methodolog and tern Anal sis 
This will clearly identify the methodology, mechanism and approach to be adapted. 
Then the quality and efficiency of the proposed tools described. All the tools software, 
operating system and strategy to tackle this project are analyzed and decided in this 
ection. User's requirement and administrative software and hardware are listed here. 
Chapter 4: System Design 
Thi chapter will c vcr the architc tur d 'Si •n, d \I ibas t ·si n nn t 
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component of the proposed system will be identified and explained. Expected 
outcome of the project can be viewed through interface design. 
Chapter 5: System Implementation 
The system is developed using the chosen technical requirement and the appropriate 
coding and interface are documented. 
Chapter 6: System Testing 
The system testing phase is done throughout the development of the system. This 
section describes the level of te ting including end-user acceptance test. 
Chapter 7: "Valuation and onclu ion 
The final phase of the de elopment of the system where the system is evaluated and 
the system is recci cd on its strength and limitation. 
onclusion 
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1.9 Expected Outcome 
As suggested, the expected outcome of the project is summarized as below:- 
• The database can easily be upsized to more capable system if the need for 
increased capabilities and functions arises in the future. 
• Provides logging on service and logging off services to improve the security of 
the system by restricting access to database. Only authorized and authenticity 
users can enter the system to view or edit the information in the database. 
Besides that, users are allowed to change their password from time to time. 
• Standard graphic u er interface aero all the system. Simple and user friendly 
i needed. 
• Data input error will be checked and reported to user in a u er friendly manner. 
The application system prospective 
• Staff can help cu tomer t regi ter a a new member and make booking or 
purchases of the mo ie ticket when customer come to counter. 
• taff can sear h the needed inf rrnation b entering related ID. 
• Staff is able to add, update, delete and view customer records. 
Website prospective 
• Customer able to view and update their profile through internet. 
• Provides online reservation/booking of movie ticket and on line payment 
• Customer can submit their registration details for open a account, end 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 
2.1 Analysis Studies 
2.1.1 Case Study 1 - http://www.ormondecinemas.com!main.htm 
Figure Z. I: The main page of Or111011d • ( 'i11e111u oftr 'land 
The nnonde mema - The latest venue for onferences, Presentations, 
Meetings etc. has actually been around as a cinema since 1955. Starting as a single 
screen facility with 1,000 seats, it was far in advance of older cinemas in style, film 
presentation & sound. 
With an investment of just £2 million, the present seven screen complex was 
developed to include luxurious armchair seating, state of the art sound and t p cla · 
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All the usual facilities can be provided by the company who supplied the 
sound and projection equipment to the Ormonde Multiplex, GFD Communications, 
who can also provide the latest data projection systems & video projectors. 
• 
Some main modules of the site are as below: 
Home module 
Now showing module 
Reviews module 
Online booking module 
Admission module 
Seating plan module 
Booking module 
VIP room module 





Kids club module 
Term and conditions module 
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2.1.1.1 Result of Study 
• 
' · .. • • ~ · • ,...,,..,.4 "" rnt:>t>ll~ 
o II o 
0 0 . - ..... _ 
igure 2.2: Directions to the rmondc merna 
uu 7! v 10 II ll 13 I_! J5_ .1~ H 
5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
5 6 T 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 
5 6 T 8 s 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 - 
6 6 T 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 16 10 IT - 
5 6 1 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
--c- 




Figure 2.3: Seating plan to the Ormonde Cinema 
trengths: 
• imple de ign and mostly text-oriented make it fast to load. 
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• Seating plan is provided 
Direction of Ormonde Cinema is provided 
Trailer can be download 





• No FAQ is provided 
• Poor site flow design - it takes too many step and long flow of pages to 
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2.1.2 Case study 2: http://www.gsc.commy 
Fie Edt Y1ew Favorites Tools ~ 
Figure 2.4: Main page of the mcma 
Gold n creen mema dn.Bhd. ( ) the leading film exhibitor and 
distributor in Malaysia. 
GSC is a merger between the two giant of the Malaysian film industry, 
Golden Communications (M) Sdn Bhd (GCM) and Cathay Cinemas Sdn Bhd 
(CCSB). The merger has resulted in the biggest single entity in the Malaysian cinema 
entertainment business. This background not only brings with it more than 80 years of 
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SHAREHOLDERS 
The main shareholders of GSC are Perlis Plantation Bhd (PPB) and Golden 
Harvest Group (GH) of Hong Kong, holding 51% and 40% of the equity respectively. 
FILM EXHIBITION 
It operates the largest circuit with a total of 82 screens in 21 locations, a11 of 
which are located in prime sites in major cities and towns throughout the country, 
including Kuala Lumpur, lpoh, Penang, Alor Setar, Seremban, Malacca, Johor Bahru, 
Kuantan and Kota Kinabalu. 
The latest addition to the Golden Screen inemas circuit is GSC Mid Valley, 
the largest multiplex in A ia, with a total of 18 screen and a total seating capacity of 
2, 909 seats. Mid Valley oilers cinema-goers the ultimate movie going 
experience with the availabilit f full urround ound sy terns in all auditoriums, a 
premier Gold Class auditorium, International Screens and an AV convention 
auditorium. 
Ff M DTSTRTB 
GSC is the biggest distributor of independent English films. GSC distributes 
films from independent companies such as Miramax, New Line Cinemas, PolyGram 
Film International, Largo, Kushner-Locke International, J&M Entertainment, Jeon 
Entertainment, Fortissimo, Pandora, etc. 
As for Chinese films, GSC is the main distributor, having di tributed f th 
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than 10 years and GSC has played an active role in nurturing Jackie Chan's movie to 
the No. I Box- Office film over the last several years. 
Some main modules of the site are as below: 
• Showtimes module 
• Events module 
• Upcoming events module 
• International screen module 
• Free downloads module 
• Feedback module 
• Corporate module 
• Cinemas module 
• ontest module 
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2.1.2.1 Result of study 
Fte eca YieW ~Took .. 
8.k • w) ~ ; / SMrtti r~ ~ e . .. iJ .. ,; @ 
Figure 2.5: "'Vent of mema 
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Figure 2.7: onte t of mema 
Strengths: 
• Picture are attractive 
• ents and upcoming ent are provided 
• Promotion and announcement is provided 
Weaknesses: 
• No FAQ is provided 
• Too many pictures, loading time quite long 
• No online payment is provided 
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2.2 Software Architecture 
There are a few software architectures available now: mainframe architecture, 
client-server architecture, two-tier architecture and three-tier architecture. 
2.2.1 Mainframe Architecture 
In mainframe system architecture, all operation is within the central host 
computer. User interacts with the host through a terminal that captures keystroke and 
sends that info to the host. Mainframe architecture is not tied to a hardware platform. 
User interaction can be cloning using PCs and UNIX workstations. A limitation of 
mainframe architecture is that it does not easily supports graphical user interface or 
accesses to multiple databases from graphically dispersed sites. 
2.2.2 lient-scrver Architecture 
Client 
Client is a networked information requester, usually a P or workstation that can 
query database and/or other information from a server. lients rely on servers for 
resources, such as files, devices, and even processing power. 
Server 
Server is a computer, usually a high-powered workstation, a minicomputer, or a 
mainframe, that houses information for manipulation by networked clients. Server is 
dedicated to managing disk drives (file servers), databa e (database ervers), printe 
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Client-server 
Client-server is a network architecture in which each computer or process on the 
network is either a client or a server. Client-server architecture implies a cooperative 
processing of requests submitted by a client, or requester, to the server, which 
processes the requests and returns the results to the client. The client manipulates the 




igure 2.8: One-to-One Client Server 
Client-server solutions can be in a many-to-one design that is more than one client 
typically makes requests of the server. 
2.2.3 Two-Tier Architecture 
2-tier architecture refers to client/server architectures in which the user 
interface runs on the client and the database is stored on the server. The actual 
application logic can run on either the client or the server. There are only the 
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~ response ~ 
~ response /~ 









Figure 2.9: Many-lo-One lient erver 
Archi tecture 
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2.2.4 Three-Tier Architecture 
Three-tier architecture is a special type of client/server architecture consisting 
of three well-defined and separate processes, each running on a different platform: 
The three tiers consist of: 
1. Client-tier 
Client-tier is the user interface, which runs on the user's computer. 
2. Application-server-tier 
Application-server-tier is the functional modules that actually process data. 
This middle tier isn't present in 2-tier architecture in this explicit form. This 
tier protects the data from direct access by the clients. 
3. Data-server-tier 
Data-server-tier is a database management system ( BM ) that stores the data 
required b the middle tier. 
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2.2.5 Conclusion for Software Architecture 
The three-tier architecture is chosen for this project because it is easier to 
implement and design. The three-tier design has many advantages over traditional 
two-tier or single-tier designs, the chief ones being: 
o The added modularity makes it easier to modify or rep]ace one tier without 
affecting the other tiers. 
o Separating the appJication functions from the database functions makes it easier 
to implement load balancing. 
In this project, the three tiers consists web browser as client-tier, web server as 
application-server-tier and database server as the data-server-tier. A web server can be 
defined as a computer program that receives 1 ITTP requests from web browser for 
document. Web erver will achieve and proces the data from database server. Web 
server return both the document and the document type to the client so that the client 
knows what to do with the document or data once it is received. The mo t common 
document type transferred between web erver and client i I lTML. 
2.3 Network 
A network is nothing more than two or more computers connected together by 
a cable so that they can exchange information. There is a few types of network can be 
considered to be used in this project: LAN, WAN, internet, intranet and extranet. 
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A LAN is a connection between two or more computers, which allows users to 
share files, programs, or data with a minimum of effort. A LAN is usually local; this 
means that the machines are located in one physical location -- like a building or just 
one floor of a building. A LAN tends to use just one set of networking options. For 
example, a LAN generally uses one network operating system, one type of cable, and 
one logical topology. A LAN is usually set up for a small group of people such as a 
department or a division. A LAN is not limited to any particular computer operating 
system. DOS, Macintosh, and UNfX can all run across a LAN. Actua11y, they can alJ 
run across the same LAN at the same time, if the right software is used. 
2.3.2 Wide-Area Network (WAN) 
While the geographic distinctions of "local" and "wide" area networks imply a 
difference in the di tance between network node that i not always the case. By 
definition, a Wide Area Network (WAN) is a government-regulated public network or 
privately owned network that cro es into the public network environment. Jt d csn't 
matter whether the area being bridged is across the country or across the street. If the 
geographical separation cros es over a public thoroughfare, a WAN is required to 
make the connection. 
The WAN is typically used to connect two or more local area networks 
(LANs). As you know, a LAN is a privately owned communications system that is 
designed to a1low users to access and share resources (computers, printers, servers) 
with other users. LANs that are interconnected by a WAN may be located in the same 
geographical area, such as an industrial park or campu citing, or in geographi all 
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2.3.3 Internet 
Internet is a coJlection of communication networks interconnected across 2 or 
more LANs or sub-networks. It is a global network connecting millions of computers. 
More than 100 countries are linked into exchanges of data, news and opinions. 
Each Internet computer, called a host, is independent. Its operators can choose 
which Internet services to use and which local services to make available to the global 
Internet community. 
There are a variety of ways to access the Internet. Most online services, such 
as America Online, offer access to some Internet services. It is also possible to gain 
access through a commercial Tnternet Service Provider (TSP). 
2.3.4 Intranet 
Intranet is a term used to refer to the implementation of internet technologies 
within a corporate organization rather than for external connection to the global 
Internet. It is a network ba ed on T P/fP protocol (an internet) belonging to an 
organization, usually a corporation, accessible only by the organization's members, 
employees, or others with authorization. An intranet's Web sites look and act just like 
any other Web sites, but the firewall surrounding an intranet fends off unauthorized 
access. 
Like the Internet itself, intranets are used to share information. Secure 
intranets are now the fastest-growing segment of the Internet because they are much 
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2.3.5 Extranet 
Extranet is a new buzzword that refers to an intranet that is partially accessible 
to authorized outsiders. Whereas an intranet resides behind a firewall and is accessible 
only to people who are members of the same company or organization, an extranet 
provides various levels of accessibility to outsiders. User can access an extranet only 
if user has a valid usemame and password, and user's identity determines which parts 
of the extranet user can view. 
2.3.6 Conclusion for Network 
Since this is an online system that may access by student nation wide, internet 
is the most suitable network to be used in this project. Users from different states can 
acces the system if they have internet access. This means that users can keep in touch 
and get their lecture notes at anytime and anywhere despite of the limitation of 
geographical barrier. 
2.4 Current online payment techniques 
The most common online payment and have the widest coverage is the use of 
credits cards. A merchant account is required to accept credit cards. A merchant 
account is a special account with a bank that is a member of the Visa and MasterCard 
associations. Such a bank has been certified by Visa and MasterCard associations and 
can provide the merchant, with all of the services related to the merchant account. 
Once the merchant account is setup and "live" on the credit card ystem, the 
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A customer presents their credit card for payment. Using their credit card number, the 
merchant submits an electronic request to the processing network for "authorization to 
capture funds" from the cardholder' s credit card account in the amount of the 
purchase. Traditionally, one would submit this request by swiping a credit card 
through an electronic transaction terminal provided by the bank. With the system, this 
request is provided electronically to our payment gateway servers, which then route 
the request along the processing network. The processing network immediately 
receives the merchant's electronic request and determines if the cardholder's account 
is valid and if the funds are available. If they are, the processing network return an 
electronic response to the merchant's terminal or computer. This response is caJled an 
"authorization code", and is the merchant's guaranteed authorization to capture the 
funds. Typically, this code is a ix digit number. The tran action and its associated 
authorization are stored in a "hatch', where other tran actions for that day reside. The 
merchant's prompt a receipt for the customer using the electronic terminal or the 
merchant's computer and the customer ign the receipt. As far a the merchant tare 
concerned, there is one more step to complete the transaction, 
At the end of the business day (usually), a final request is submitted to the processing 
network to go ahead and "capture the funds" that the merchant obtained authorization 
for during the course of business that day. This is ca11ed "settlement" or "setting your 
batch". With a traditional physical credit card swipe terminal, this settlement process 
must be initiated manuaJly. One of the key advantages of the system is that this 
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On settlement line, the processmg network immediately receives the merchant's 
response electronically and determines if the capture amounts contained in the 
merchant's request match the authorizations for each item. If so, the request is granted 
and an "Accepted" response is returned to the merchant's electronic terminal or 
computer. A settlement report can be printed showing the grand totals by card type 
(Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, etc) for the settle batch. 
Note: any corrections to the batch, such as voiding a transaction, must be made prior 
to settlement. 
Within 48 to 72 hours (usually) the funds associated with the batch the merchant 
settled are deposited electronically into the merchant' u me bank account. 
Typically, the discount rate the merchant's pay to the merchant account provider are 
deducted from the deposit before it transferred lo the merchant's bank account, 
resulting in a "net deposit" of funds. At the end of the month, the merchant account 
provider will mail a statement to the merchant, detailing the credit card activity for the 
month and the associated fee ha e been charged for such. The cu tomcr al o receives 
a monthly statement from his/her bank of the detailing account activity. 
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2.5 Security Technology 
Security is an important part in developing a web site. Without a good security 
system, a web site can be hacked and make the user to loose confidence of web site. 
SSL is considered for securing the transport of information in DECP. 
2.5.1 Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
SSL is a security protocol designed to ensure data moving between a browser 
and a server remains private. In theory, someone could intercept information, such as 
a credit card number while it is in transit between the browser and the server. One 
solution to prevent information from being usable if it is intercepted is to encrypt it. 
The most widely implemented encryption system for the web at present is SSL. 
SSL is an open, non-proprietary protocol developed by Netscape 
Communication. It use indu try, accepted R A public key cryptography for 
authentication and encryption. The SL protocol was designed to provide a data 
security layer between T P/fP and application protocols uch as HTTP, Telnet, 
NNTP or FTP. SS pro ide data encryption, server authentication, message integrity 
and optional client authentication for TCP/IP connection. 
The advantage of the SSL Protocol is that it is appJication protocol 
independent. A "higher level" application protocol (e.g. HTTP, FTP, TELNET, etc.) 
can layer on top of the SSL Protocol transparently. The SSL Protocol can negotiate an 
encryption algorithm and session key as well as authenticate a server before the 
application protocol transmits or receives its first byte of data. J\11 of the application 
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2.6 W eh Server 
A Web server is a program that serves Web pages upon request. Every Web 
server has an IP address and possibly a domain name. For example, if an user enter 
the URL http://www.pcwebopedia.com/index.html in your browser, this sends a 
request to the server whose domain name is pcwebopedia.com. The server then 
fetches the page named index.html and sends it to the user's browser. Web servers 
and browsers communicate using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), a simple but 
effective language for requesting and transmitting data over a network. 
Web servers come in various shapes and sizes. They run under a variety of 
operating systems, have varying levels of power and complexity, and range in price 
from rather expen ive to free. Studies on several web servers will be carried out: 
Apache, Microsoft f ntcmet Information Server (ITS) and Personal Web Server (PWS). 
2.6.1 Apache 
Apache is a high-end enterprise-level server developed by a loosely knit group 
of programmers. The original version of Apache was written for UNIX, but there are 
now versions that run under OS/2, Windows and other platforms. Apache has become 
the world's most popular Web server. By some estimates, it is used to host more than 
50% of all Web sites in the world. 
The keys to Apache's attractiveness and popularity lie instead in the qualities 
listed above and its extensibility, its freely distributed ourcc code, and active u er 
support for the server. And version 1.3.0, now in official release, is already bein 1 
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Among the most notable features are its cross-platform support, protocol 
support (HTTP/1.1), modularity (API), security, logging, and overall performance and 
robustness. Apache distributes a core set of modules that handle everything from user 
authentication and cookies to typo correction in URLs. 
2.6.2 Internet Information Server (IlS) v5.0 
US is the best Web server available for Windows NT. This version, which 
comes exclusively as part of the Windows 2000 Server operating system, contains 
many new features along with performance and reliability enhancements. 
ITS v5.0 is good as both a first-time Web server for those familiar and 
comfortable with Windows operating systems, and a high-end server for hosting 
providers and large corporate installations. It handles the basics well and is better 
integrated in Windows than previous versions. llS v5.0 also comes with performance 
and feature enhancements that will be attractive for mission-critical tasks. 
The ideal computer to run HS on is at least a 200 MHz Pentium with 128 MB 
of RAM. Organizations should plan on doubling the RAM and CPU speed if they 
intend to run Ad anced Server's clustering, SQL or Transaction services on the same 
machine as the Web server. 
2.6.3 Personal Web Server (PWS) 
PWS is entry-level/mid-range server for Windows 9x/NT platforms. Tt is a 
scaled-down version of the commercial Information Internet Server (ll ) included 
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server that makes it easy to publish personal home pages, serve small Web sites, and 
share documents via a local intranet. 
PWS is one of the best servers available for helping to get users up and 
running quickly. Wizards are included to guide users through the process of setting up 
home pages and sharing files, and the PWS administrator reduces the complexity of 
actually running the Web server itself Users can also use the familiar Explorer 
interface or PWS's Personal Web Manager to share directories, start and stop the 
server, and view Web site statistics. 
One of the best uses for PWS is as a platform for testing out Web sites on 
Windows 95/Windows NT Workstation computers before hosting them on the 
Internet. This allow users to check the validity of links, scripts, and applications as 
well as to ensure that the overall organization of the ite i functioning correctly. 
PWS presents the ability to develop tran actional Web applications using the 
Microsoft Transaction Server. Overall while most large enterprises will likely bypass 
Microsoft's Personal Web erver for the high-end Internet Information Server, PWS 
wiJJ remain one of best available options for individuals wanting to serve their own 
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2. 7 Operating System 
Operating system (OS) is a platform that performs basic tasks, such as 
recognizing input from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping 
track of files and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral devices such as 
disk drives and printers. 
Besides that, the OS makes sure that different programs and users running at 
the same time do not interfere with each other. For security, OS ensures that 
unauthorized users do not access the system. OS provides a software platform to 
allow application programs run on it. 
The most popular operating systems currently are UNTX, Windows 98, Linux 
and Windows 2000. 
2.7.1 UNIX 
UNTX is a much older operating system that wa created in the late 1960s. 
UNIX is designed to provide a multi-user, multitasking system for use by 
programmers. It began as an open source project that became widely used in 
Universities, scientific Jabs, and by the U.S. government. The philosophy behind the 
design of UNIX was to provide simple and powerful utilities that could be pieced 
together in a flexible manner to perform a wide variety of tasks. Over the years, 
hundreds of talented programmers contributed their own improvements to Unix 
making it extremely robust, stable, and fast. 
However, NIX is more difficult to learn and isn't as widcl upportcd ts 
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2.7.2 Windows 98 
Windows 98 is based on the popular Microsoft Windows 95 Operating 
System, and is designed for the consumer market. Windows 95/98 were designed for 
backward compatibility with o]der DOS and 16bit programs, as we11 as providing a 
platform for the newer (back in 1995) 32 bit programs. 
Windows 98 works better by making it simpJe to access the Internet and by 
providing better system performance along with easier system diagnostics and 
maintenance. With Windows 98, users' system plays better as well with support for 
the latest graphics, sound, and multimedia technologies, the ability to easily add and 
remove peripheral devices with support for Univer al Serial Bus (USB), and it also 
enables users to watch TV on P . Besides that, Windows 98 is compatible with more 
software (including games) and hardware. 
2.7.3 Linux 
Linux has gradually become a popular operating system for Internet/ intranet 
serving purposes. With a host of performance enhancements that w111 benefit Web 
sites and Internet sites of all sizes, Linux is a stable and high-performance operating 
system for Internet usage. 
Linux has made progress, primarily in functionality important to Internet 
infrastructure and Web server capabilities, including a greater selection of drivers, 
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2. 7.4 Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 is Microsoft's latest version of popular Windows NT Operating 
System. Windows 2000 Server has big improvement over Windows NT 4.0. The 
changes, both fundamental and cosmetic, have made Windows 2000 faster, more 
reliable, heavier-duty, and easier to use. 
2.8 Database Server 
A database is a structured collection of data. To add, access, and process data 
stored in a computer database, a database server is needed. There are several database 
servers available currently: Oracle, Postgre Q and MySQL. 
2.8.1 Oracle 
Orac1e is a multi-user database. It provides unprecedented ease-of-user and is 
pre-tuned and pre-configured for today's dynamic workgroup and line-of-bus 
environment. 
Oracle includes a fully integrated set of easy-to-use management tools, fu11 
distribution, replication and web features. Oracle also provides the highest levels of 
availability through fast fai]over, easier management, and zero data loss disaster 
protection, with Data Guard, the on]y complete data protection solution available on 
the market. 
Oracle can runs on UNIX, Linux and Windows platform. l lowever, it 
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2.8.2 PostgreSQL 
PostgreSQL is a sophisticated Object-Relational DBMS, supporting almost a11 
SQL (Structures Query Language) sconstructs, including subselects, transactions, and 
user-defined types and functions. It is the most advanced open-source database 
available anywhere. 
PostgreSQL is an enhancement of the POSTGRES database management 
system, a next-generation DBMS research prototype. While PostgreSQL retains the 
powerful data model and rich data types of POSTGRES, it replaces the PostQuel 
query language with an extended subset of SQL. PostgreSQL is free and the complete 
source is available. 
Postgre Q runs on Solaris, SunO , HPUX, AIX, Linux, lrix, FreeBSD, and 
most flavours of Unix. 
2.8.3 MySQL 
MySQL is a relational database management system. MySQL stores data in 
separate tables rather than putting all the data in one big storeroom. This adds speed 
and flexibility. The tables are linked by defined relations making it possible to 
combine data from several tables on request. 
MySQL is a small, compact, easy to use database server, ideal for small and 
medium sized applications. It is client/server implementation that consists of a server 
and many different client programs. rt is available on a variety of UNIX platform 
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MySQL is Open Source Software. Open Source means that it is possible for 
anyone to use and modify. Anybody can download MySQL from the Internet and use 
it without paying anything. Anybody can study the source code and change it to fit 
their needs. 
2.8.4 Microsoft SQL Server 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 is a single process, muJtithreaded relational 
database server primarily intent for transactional processing. It is based on the 
client/server architecture, which divides processing into two components: a front-end, 
or client component, that run on a local workstation and a back-end, or server 
component that runs on a remote computer. 
2.9 Data Access Technology 
CTS will require data access technology to enable communication and access 
to its various databases. A few of the Microsoft ata access strategy and technology 
is reviewed and considered. 
2.9.1 Universal Data Access (UDA) 
UDA is a high-level specification developed by Microsoft for accessing data 
objects regardless of their structure. The strategy of Universal Data Access is to 
assure open, integrated, standards-based access to all types of data that i from 
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traditional client/server to the web. The main components ofUDA are ADO, OLE DB 
andODBC. 
2.9.2 ADO (Active Data Object) 
Active Data Object (ADO) is the Microsoft's newest high-level interface for 
data objects that most applications developers will use. 
ADO is designed to eventually replace Data Access Objects (DAO) and 
Remote Data Objects (RDO). Unlike RDO and DAO, which are designed only for 
accessing relational databases, ADO is more general and can be used to access all 
sorts of different types of data, including web pages, spreadsheets, and other types of 
documents. 
ADO provides consistent acces to data for creating a front-end database client 
or middle-tier busine object u ing an application, tool, language, or even an Internet 
browser. ADO is the single data interface for developers creating I to n-tier 
client/server and Web-based data-driven applications. 
2.9.3 OLE DB 
OLE DB Providers are the data access engines or services, as wel1 as the 
business logic components that these applications can use in a highly interoperable, 
component-based environment. 
OLE DB is a set of interfaces that are designed to provide data access to all 
data, regardless of type, format or location. It effectively "cornponentizes" databi e 
and related data processing functionality, hr akinu it up into int ·rop .ruhl · 
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applications. The OLE DB architecture provides for components such as direct data 
access interfaces, query engines, cursor engines, optimizers, business rules and 
transaction managers. 
The concept of OLE DB is to explode the database into its basic parts. OLE 
DB delivers components, external to the database, that provide this typical database 
functionality in a reusable component architecture. And these components, because 
they are not directly linked to the database itself, can be shared across multiple 
applications, systems and data stores to provide a higher level, universal interface. 
2.9.4 ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 
ODBC is a standard database access method developed by Microsoft 
Corporation. The goal of DBC i to make it possible to access any data from any 
application, regardless of which database management system (DBMS) is handling 
the data. ODBC manages this by inserting a middle layer, called a database driver , 
between an application and the DBMS. The purpose of this layer is to translate the 
application's data queries into command that the DBMS understands. For this to 
work, both the application and the DBMS must be ODBC-comp/ianl -- that is, the 
application must be capable of issuing ODBC commands and the DBMS must be 
capable of responding to them. Since version 2.0, the standard supports SAG SQL. 
2.9.5 JDBC 
JDBC technology is an APT that lets you access virtually any tabular data 
source from the Java programming language. It provides cross-DBM connectivity t 
a wide range of SQL databases, and now, with the n w J I API, it nl, o pro i l ·s 
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The JDBC API al1ows developers to take advantage of the Java platform's 
"Write Once, Run Anywhere" capabilities for industrial strength, cross-platform 
applications that require access to enterprise data. With a JDBC technology-enabled 




ASP is a server-side scripting technology. ASP is indeed HTML page with an 
.asp extension. ASP allows for HTML and a scripting language such as VBScript, 
JScript or Perl to be interspersed in a Web page. When a browser requests an ASP 
page, the Web server generates a page with llTML code and ends it back to the 
browser. 
One of the most important features about ASP is that it allows user to easily 
access data and put it on a Web page. User can simply display data from an ODBC- 
compliant database, or use ASP to make decisions about what to display on a Web 
page. User can then format the results in any way that they please. 
Another important ASP feature is the ability to use cookies to store and 
retrieve information. The Request object has a Cookie collection, and user can use 
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2.10.2 PHP 
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor is a open-source server-side, HTML embedded 
scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages for e-commerce and other Web 
applications. In an HTML document, PHP script (similar syntax to that of Perl or C) 
is enclosed within special PHP tags. Because PHP is embedded within tags, the author 
can jump between HTML and PHP (similar to ASP and Cold Fusion) instead of 
having to rely on heavy amounts of code to output HTML. And, because PHP is 
executed on the server, the client cannot view the PHP code. 
PHP offers excellent connectivity to most of the common databases (including 
Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, ODBC and many others). PHP also offers integration with 
various external libraries, which allow the developer to do anything from generating 
PDF documents to parsing XML. 
PHP is the natural choice for developers on Linux machines running Apache 
server software, but runs equa1ly well on any other UNIX or Windows platform, with 
Netscape or Microsoft Web server oftware. Pl lP also upports HTTP sessions, Java 
connectivity, regular expressions, LDAP, SNMP, IMAP, COM (under windows) 
protocols. It also supports WDDX complex data exchange between virtua1ly all Web 
programming languages. 
2.10.3 ColdFusion 
ColdFusion is a product created by Allaire Corporation of ambridge, Ma . 
that includes a server and a development toolset de igned to integrate dateba es and 
Web pages. old Fusion web pages includ t 1 rs writt u in 'old Fusion M irkup 
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Coding for ColdFusion pages is much more straightforward and intelligible 
than JavaScript, VBScript, C++ or Java, even while providing high levels of 
functionality. The tags themselves conform to the basic HTML syntax of tag name 
followed by tag attributes, and are enclosed in the familiar HTML brackets ( <> ). Most 
tags are two-sided, and can be combined with each other and with HTML elements to 
create custom tags for use in ColdFusion applications. 
2.10.4 JSP (JavaServer Pages) 
JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) is a web-scripting technology that can mix static 
HTML content with server-side scripting to produce dynamic output. By default, JSP 
uses Java as its scripting language; however, the specification allows other languages 
to be used, just as ASP can use other languages (such as JavaScript and VBScript). 
While JSP with Java will be more flexible and robust than scripting platforms based 
on simpler languages like Java cripl and VB cript. 
JSP provides a number of server-side tag that allow developers to perform 
most dynamic content operations. o developers who are only familiar with scripting, 
or even those who are simply HTML designers, can use JSP tags for generating 
simple output. Advanced scripters or Java developers can also use the tags, or they 
can use the full Java language if they want to perform advanced operations in JSP 
pages. 
2.10.5 Javascript 
Javascript is a scripting language developed by Netscape to mablc web authors t 
design interactive sites. Javascript is different from .I w 1 Althou ih it sh ir ·s mm of 
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Javascript can interact with HfML source code to enable web authors to spice up 
their sites with dynamic content. JavaScript is endorsed by a number of software 
companies and is an ~ language that anyone can use without purchasing a license. 
It is supported by recent browsers from Netscape and Microsoft, though Internet 
Explorer supports only a subset, which Microsoft calls Jscript. 
2. 10.6 Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
The first review is Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. Its standard module enables 
production of stand-alone applications. It combines RAD and object-oriented 
programmmg. 
The new tools are built on ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 2.0, Microsoft's 
Standard high-level interface for data access. This has a simple object model, a 
common user interface for local and remote data access, support for hierarchical 
record sets and accessible data binding. 
ADO components are created during development by dragging the required 
data elements, such as tables, views and fields from the new Data nvironment 
Designer into screen forms to create data bound objects. The Data Environment 
Designer is used to define your project's data sources, and the tables, views and stored 
procedures that are available from each source. These can then be dragged into the 
appropriate positions on your forms. 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 was also an interpreted language system, so users 
could test and debug application on the fly from within the development environment. 
Advantages: 
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• Server-side transaction support 
• Integration with web c1ients 
Disadvantages: 
Performance remains second rate compared with C++ and other fully compiled 
language 
2.11 Authoring Tools 
2.11.1 Microsoft Visual InterDev 
Microsoft Visual fnterDev is a Web development tool designed for 
programmers to create an interactive Web page with data is as simple as dragging and 
dropping, setting some properties, and saving the page. No coding is required in using 
Visual InterDev. 
Visual InterDev includes site design tools that help user easily plan pages, 
organize their links, and apply a consistent theme to your Web site. Visual lnterDev 
includes three ways to view your HTML and ASP pages. 
These three views are the cornerstone of Visual TnterDev. They replace the 
simple source code editor included with Visual lnterDev 1.0 and supports design-time 
controls (DTCs), debugging, statement completion, and object browsing. 
The new data environment provides easy commands for making Web 
application data-driven. Instead of burying complex S L , tat »n mts deep ' ithin an 
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level through the data environment under the Global asp file. Instead of modifying the 
query within each page, developers can modify the data command and changes are 
incorporated into files that reference that data command. Developers also can drag 
fields from the command directly onto HTML or ASP page. 
However, for those so inclined, Visual InterDev exposes a full object model 
that allows developers to fine-tune their application, perform client validation, and 
have full control of Web application. Visual fnterDev supports not only full-reach 
applications, using the ASP engine to produce simple HTML pages for the client, but 
also DHTML and Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 data binding for a richer client 
expenence. 
2.11.2 Notepad 
Notepad is the world's most versatile HTML editing tool absolutely free when 
purchase this software: Windows version 2.0 and above. 
Notepad has one of the simplest user interfaces of any Internet Web authoring 
tools. The menus are logically laid out, conforming to all standards in design, so users 
can understand them before use Notepad. 
Notepad has the same interface for all versions of Windows, so moving over 
to the latest version of Windows should not hamper HTML code creation. The 
Notepad web-authoring tool is compatible with every single standard of Internet 
presentation medium yet devised. Notepad was designed to have a very small 
application footprint, taking up as little space as possible in computer' memory, and a 
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Notepad gives clear, easy to read and full HTML. There is no code hidden, 
and users have control over all parts of the HTML code. JavaScript is also fully 
supported by Notepad. AlJ parts of the JavaScript are fully available through Notepad, 
without the need of complex tools. 
2.11.3 EditPius 
EditPJus is an Internet-ready 32-bit text editor, HTML editor and 
programmer's editor for Windows. While it can serve as a good replacement for 
Notepad, it also offers many powerful features for Web page authors and 
programmers. 
EditPlus supports powerful and customizable syntax highlighting for HTML, 
CSS, PHP, ASP, Perl, I ++,Java, JavaScript and VBScript by default. Also, users 
can create their own syntax file to support other programming languages, such as 
ASP, Java and PHP. 
EditPlus includes features: 
Internet features 
Seamless web browser for previewing the content of HTML document or Java 
applet without leaving the editor. Browser window also has common browser 
commands so users can browse Internet web sites as well as local HTML files. 
FTP commands for uploading local files to FTP server or for editing remote 
files directly. Highlights URL and e-mail addres cs in normal te t file and 
lets you activate them with a single keystroke (1~8) or' trl 1 double- .lick', 
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The HTML Toolbar alJows users to insert common HTML tags quickly and 
easily. It also supports useful tools such as HTML Color Picker, Character 
Picker, Table Generator and Object Picker. 
D Document selector 
The Document Selector offers quick mouse access to all document windows 
currently loaded. Much faster than selecting on Window menu or pressing 
Ctrl+ Tab key multiple times. 
User tools 
EditPlus supports user-defined tools, help files and keystroke recording files. 
The output of tool execution can be captured in the Output Window, so that 
users can double-dick the error line to automatically load the file and locate 
the cursor to that line. 
D Auto-completion 
Auto-completion is a timesaving feature, which changes a short abbreviation 
into a complete string. lt supports Perl and CIC++ by default. Also, users can 
create their own auto-completion file to support other programming languages. 
D Cliptext window 
The cliptext window is collection of text clips for quick and easy access. Users 
can easily customize them, and can also create on c1iptext file. 
Document template 
Document template offers a quick start when create a new document. 
2.11.4 Macromedia Dreamweaver 
Macromcdia Dreamwcavcr is professional visual editor for crcntin 1 and 
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page layout tool, the control of an HTML text, editor and support for new web 
technologies, all in one software packing. 
Developers can use it to create web sites visually, with confidences that 
HTML being generated is concise and always editable. It includes advanced features 
that takes advantage of the latest innovations on the web, such as dynamic HTML and 
CSS, while still ensuring that web pages work well in a variety of web browsers. All 
of the code generated by it is carefully created to work on as many platforms and 
browsers as possible. 
Others features include easy integration of Active X components, Java applets, 
Plug-ins for improved web page interactivity. It also integrates seamlessly with other 
components ofMacromedia, such as Flash Movies, Shockwave, and Fireworks, which 
are essential for the development of interactive web pages. 
2.11.5 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop is the most popular image-editing available for Macintosh 
and Windows-based computers. It is used as drawing, painting and designing 
purposes. Users can retouch an image, apply special effects, swap details between 
photos, introduce text and logos, adjust color balance, and even add color to a 
grayscale scan. All these functions are included under a set of user-friendly editing 
tools in Adobe Photoshop. It contains graphical icons to represent every functions of 
each button. Besides that, it also provides many shortcut keys that is easier and save 
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Chapter 3 - System Requirements Analysis 
3.1 Methodology 
The system development methodology is a method to create a system with a 
series of steps or operations or can be defined as system life cycle model. Every 
system development process model (see Figure 3.1) includes system requirements 
(user, needs, resource) as input and a finished product as output. 
User ~ System Finished 
Needs, Development Product 
Resource 
valuation 
Figure 3. l: System Development Process Model 
There are several process models in system development: 
l. Waterfall Model with prototyping 
2. VModel 
3. System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
4. Spiral Model 
3.2 Project Model 
The main objectives to a system development mcthodolo 1 or, to make sur · 
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After planning, a process model is identified for the development of this proposed 
project. The conventional model for system development is the standard "Waterfall 
Model". But specifica11y in this system, the preferable model is the 'V' Model, an 
evolutionary model from the "Waterfall Model" enhanced with prototype. 
3.2.1 V Model Overview 
The V Model frame work is a structured testing approach that can be used 
with any project management or system development methodology. The framework 
emphasizes quality from the initial requirement stage through the final testing stage. It 
focuses on testing throughout the development life cycle early development of test 
requirement, and early detection of errors. Each major deliverable in the development 
process is assessed, verified, validated and tested. 
Verification - checks that a deliverable is complete (contains all requires information 
follow standards) 
Validation - checks that the deliverable satisfies requirement specified in the 
previous stage or an earlier stage, and that the business case is met. 
Testing - ensures that the specification is properly assembled and implemented. 
The deliverable of each stage need to be verified and validated to ensured that 
they are complete and correct. Work proceeds to the next stage in the V Model when 
all project deliverables in a stage have met all verification and to catch as many as 
possible within the development life cycle, othcrwi: c know as 'sta 'C containment". 
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of the corresponding stage have been implemented. This is achieved by the early 
development of test requirements. 
3.2.2 V Model Description 
1. Business case 
The goal of the business case is to define the opportunity and reasons why 
management. may accept the undertaking of a system development or 
enhancement project. These business case objectives and descriptions provide 
the basis for the business assessment. 
2. Business scope assessment 
The goal of the business assessment is to develop an assessment of the gap 
between the original business need and the correct systems environment, 
including identification of each affected system. These high level business 
requirements provide the basis for the conceptual design. 
3. Functional requirement definition and functional design 
The goal of the functional design is to develop specific functional and 
technical requirement for all impacted functionality. The specific functional 
and technical requirement provides a basis for the detailed design. 
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The goal of the detailed design is to develop detailed programs specifications 
derived from the technical requirement. The detailed programs specifications 
provide the basis for all build activities. 
5. Component/Unit test 
The goal of the component test is to code and test changes of an individual 
module, program, or component, to demonstrate that the work package 
implements the requirement according to the design specification. The 
component testing includes unit test and client/server testing (more of a 
technical test nature). 
6. Application test 
The goal of the application test is to deliver an application of functionality 
defined set of system components that satisfy all design requirements. That is, 
by which the pieces of the unit testing functionality are strung together to 
complete the assembly test process. 
7. System integrated testing 
The goal of the integrated test is to confirm that working application or group 
components can be fully integrated to satisfy functional, technical and quality 
requirements. Stress testing is another element that may be performed during 
this cycle. 
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The goal of the integrated test is to confirm that the systems will function 
within the business environment. Formal sign-off is included in this stage. 
3.2.3 The reasons of the chosen V Model 
The reasons of the chosen V model is because 
• It forms a common understanding of the activities, resources and constraints 
involved in the software model are realistically than any other model. 
• Easier to detect inconsistencies, redundancies, and omissions in the process 
and in constituent parts. As these problems are noted and corrected, the 
process becomes more effective and focused on building the final system. 
• Reflects the goals and objectives of the system, such as building a high 
quality business model, finding faults early in the development, and meeting 
the required budget and schedules constraints. 
• Ideal development models that stressing testing. 
• The problem of unclear requirements could be exacerbated by the possibility 
of"freezing" requirements (a characteristic of this waterfall derivative model) 
• The likelihood of maintenances; to ensure that the project is well structured 
and documented if enhancing and adapting it in future. 
The purpose of the enhanced prototype in this V Model acts as a sub process 
towards the development. It focuses on understanding and confirming the functional 
requirements at the systems. From here, it is easier to evaluate candidate activities for 
their appropriateness in addressing the system goals. It is able to identify special 
situations that might occur in the system later on so the system can also he tailored to 
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prototype. This prototype would be used during the prior stages of development- 
identifying requirements, system design and backbone of the system development. It 
then will be discarded during the final stages of development and not be used in the 
real CTS. 
The use of the V Model will look more prominent in the later phases after the 
development design. The later phase acts on confirming and modifying the 
requirement and design phases to produce a quality business model. 
Advantages of the V Model 
• Clear sign-off at the end of each phase helps planning and progress monitoring 
by the client, who is likely to be concerned about timeliness in a high-profile 
project such as this. 
• A waterfall like process may encourage a well-structured product, improving 
ease of maintenance. This is important, given the long lifespan of the product 
and the likely need to perform adaptive and prefecture maintenance in future. 
• The prominence given to testing helps to ensure that delivered product will 
satisfy acceptance tests. Again, given the high profile for the project, this is 
likely to be of value to us. 
Disadvantages of the V Model 
• This is a waterfall derivative - the need to sign off development products 
including the SRS may make it difficult or expensive to meet changing 
requirements if they arrive at a late stage. The scenario stats that the 
requirements are unclear, and so we should devote considerable effort to 
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Figure 3.2: V Model with Prototyping 
3.2.4 Techniques Used To Define Requirements 
Effective and appropriate techniques must be used to define and elicit user's 
requirements. Research methods that usually used are library research, interview, 
internet research and survey. 
3.2.4.1 Library Research 
I went to library to search books related to online system to have a deeper 
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3.2.4.2 Interviewing moviegoers 
A few interview sessions had been conduct with some moviegoers at cinema 
to have better understanding of their need toward the online reservation and buy 
movie ticket so that CTS can help them better. From those sessions, I got a clearer 
view of what CTS should provide to produce better online reservation. 
3.2.4.3 Internet Research 
I have surf around the net for sometime to gain deeper understanding about the 
current online reservation and web technology available. For the technology aspect, 
ASP was chosen for its scalability and portability and most important of all is its 
easiness to integrate with current and future system. 
3.2.4.4 Survey 
In order to make my survey success, I have prepared 30 sets of questionnaire 
(see Appendix). My respondents are students in the campus who use the system. The 
objective of my questionnaire is to find out what problems they have with the current 
system and how can I improve it. 
The respondents were asked to answer the questionnaire on the spot to ensure 
I can get back all the sets of questionnaire. Each of them took not more than 1 O 
minutes to answer the questionnaire. 
After collecting all the questionnaires, I analyze the data and identified some 
major problem as below: 
• There is no seating plan provided, so they can't choose their seat. 
• They also can't view the available of the seat. 
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• There is no user instruction and FAQ provided, so when they meet problem, 
they don't know how to do. 
• The entire local cinema website did not provide online buy movie ticket. 
3.2.4.4 Summary of User Requirements 
From the research above, I found that to have a more reliable and efficiency 
online reservation movie ticket for a cinema organization, they have to provide the 
seating plan for customer to choose their seat, online payment to buy the movie ticket, 
simple and clear user instruction and FAQ provided. Below is the enhancement of the 
current local cinema website:- 
• Provide seating plan for user to choose their seat. 
• Provide online payment for user to buy movie ticket with several choice of 
online payment. 
• A well manage of room theatre, seat, movie show time and ticket price. 
3.3 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement is a statement of the service or functions that a system 
should provide how the system reacts to particular inputs, and how the system should 
behave in particular situations. [Sommerville, 19981 
The functional requirement for CTS consists of three main parts:- 
• Customer administration module 
• Staff administration module 
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3.3.1 Customer administration module 
User Authentication and Authorization 
First time customers who would be using the CTS system will have to register first. 
Required information has to be keyed in for the administration records. One of the 
most essential information that has to be supplied by the user is their login name and 
password. These are the security measurements that have to be taken. With this, 
validation and verification of users is a symbol of authentication and authorization. 
From here, the customer can proceed to the next level of interface. 
Customer main menu interface 
The customer will be presented with options. The customer will be able to view and 
browse the movie catalogue of the current available show time. The other application 
options are:- 
;;.. Make a reservation/book reservation 
);;;- Modify/update profile 
);;;- Promotion and announcement 
);;;- Feedback/message 
);;;- Logout 
Browse movie catalog and movie description 
The customer will have the liberty to view and browse the current available movies in 
the cinema. From the catalog, links wiJJ be provided to the customer so that the 
customer will have the opportunity to inquire information about the movie such the 
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This is where the reservation is initiated. The customer will fill in required 
information. This information consists of personal information of customer with 
related information, movie title, show time, and date. The others essential information 
is reserved seat of the specified room and total of tickets with price total. 
Transaction information 
The customer will be able to use all the information related to their reservation after 
they have entered the above mentioned details. This information consists of the movie 
title desired, room number, show time, data, seating and ticket price. Afterwards, the 
customer will be required to enter mode of payment; credit card number or prepaid 
payment to finalize or cancel the reservation process. 
Transaction Number 
The transaction number is given to the customer upon finalizing their reservation. 
This number with the reservation information wi11 be displayed in a ticket coupon 
format and the customer has to print this temporary ticket for exchange with a real 
ticket at the box-office ("Advanced-Booking" counter). This number was also be used 
to view their booking at a later time. 
Modify/Update information 
CTS allow changes to be made to the profile of the valid user. If customers wish to 
e.g. new phone number, address or email. 
Feedback/Help 
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Promotion and Announcement 
This option provides the promotion and announcement to the customer. 
3.3.2 Manager/Administration administration module 
For security and policy purpose, there is a need to distinguish between regular 
staff and managers of CTS. The login process is the same for manager as that for staff; 
however managers will have access to exclusive extra features. 
Manager main menu 
In addition to staff abilities, the managers will have access to exclusive features. 
There features include movie show time management, room management, accessing 
managerial statistics, and overriding cancellation for customer reservations. 
Movie show time management 
While viewing a list of show time, the managers have the ability to add movies, 
remove movie or change movie or room schedules. 
• Add movies 
Adding movie is simple process that requires the manager to enter all movie 
related information so that CTS can then add it to the database. This 
information includes such things as the movie description, type of movie, 
dates and times. 
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This task involves selecting a movie from the displayed list, and confirming 
the option choice to remove it. 
• Change movies schedule 
Similar to remove movie, the movie must be selected, and it can then be 
modified. The only information that can be changed by CTS is the dates and 
show times. 
Cancel customer reservation 
This option is available through the Modify/Cancel Reservation option. Cancel 
Customer Reservation is similar to the staff option stated in the Modify Reservation 
and view information section, aside from the fact that only the manager can cancel a 
customer's reservation after 24 hours passed since booking time (situation if the 
customer is black listed). 
Update Promotion and announcement 
This option is available Add/update Promotion and Announcement option. Manager 
can add or update the promotion or announcement to the website. 
3.4 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional specifications are the constraints under which a system must 
operate and the standards which must be met by the delivered system [Sommerwille, 
1995]. The Cinema Ticketing System (CTS) must ensures certain web application 
qualities like user-friendliness, correctness, functionality, reliability, flexibility, 
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Security 
There is an understanding that emphasis has been placed on a secure system when 
dealing with the personal and financial information of user. CTS will ensure that 
sensitive information will be handled in a safe and professional manner. In addition, 
various levels of CTS functionality will be provided according to the user's status. 
Reliability 
Reliability is the extent to which a program can be expected to perform its intended 
function with required precision [Pressman, 2001). Because online reservations never 
stop, CTS will run at all times. Movie information and purchasing capability will be 
available 24 hours a day, seven day a week. The entire system must consist of 
consistency and accuracy to prevent and minimized problems and system failures to 
acquire stability. 
Integrity 
CTS allows only authorized users to access the system. The valid users have to log on 
the system by using their username and password. This will ensure the integrity of 
data and system's performance. 
Efficiency 
Undeniable, efficiency is the mam key for implementing the new meetings 
management system. Efficiency is understood as the ability of a process procedure to 
be called or accessed unlimitedly to produce similar performance outcomes at an 
acceptable or credible speed [Sommerwille, 19951. CTS will ensure efficiencies, in 
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user to be familiar with the system in a short length time. This system will enable the 
users especially the employees to handle their jobs with minimum load by reducing 
time, manpower and other resources. 
User friendliness 
User interfaces design creates an effective communication medium between a human 
and a computer. Therefore, it is very important to make sure that the interfaces fulfill 
user-friendliness so that it would not cause trouble to users. The Golden Rules 
[Mandel, 1997] coins three rules: 
Place the user in control 
This will define interaction modes in a way that does not force a user into 
unnecessary or undesired actions. Besides, it also provides flexible 
interaction for different users for instance via mouse movement and 
keyboard commands. 
• Reduce the user's memory Joad 
• 
One of the principles that enable an interface to reduce the user's memory 
load is by reducing demand on short-term memory. The interface should 
be designed to reduce the requirements to remember past actions and 
results. 
• Make the interface consistent 
The interface design should apply to consistent fashion where aJI visual 
information must be organized according to a design standard that is 
maintained throughout all screen displays. Apart from that, input 
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throughout the application. Lastly, mechanisms for navigating from task to 
task are consistently defined and implemented. 
Multimedia elements will be used to help to reach a certain level of attraction 
especially to the targeted generation of users. 
Response time 
A reasonable interval time should be taken during information retrieval from the 
database. Reduction of lag time will be minimized. 
Accessibility and simplicity 
There is a realization significance of a large customer base. Therefore, CTS will be 
within the reach of all customers with access to the internet. CTS is equipped with an 
interface that is easy to employ for all users, regardless if their individual levels of 
computer experience. 
Maintainability 
System maintenance accounts would require more effort if the system is not designed 
according to good programming practices. Maintainability is the ease with which a 
program can be corrected if an error is encountered, adapted if its environment 
changes, or enhanced if the customer desires a change in requirements [Pressman, 
2001). As the to-be-developed CTS will be built by using ASP.net which is object- 
based programming that enhances object-oriented concept, therefore, it is strongly 
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is because object-oriented design makes sure that each class or object will only 
strictly handle one particular task or functionality. 
3.5 Chosen Platform, Web Scripting Technology, Database and 
Language 
3.5.1 Chosen Development Platform 
For the CTS, Windows is chosen as the development platform. Microsoft's 
Windows 2000 is built to work with a series of microprocessors from the Intel 
Corporation that share the same or similar sets of instructions. 
The main reason for choosing Microsoft's Windows 2000 as the development 
operating system is because most of the computers in FSKTM are currently installed 
with Windows 2000. Therefore, the implementation of the new system can be done 
easily and effectively. 
Benefits using Microsoft windows 2000 Professional 
Reliable: Windows® 2000 Professional is built upon the rock-solid reliability of 
Windows NT® technology, which makes it significantly more reliable than either 
Windows 95 or Windows 98 technology. Reliability improvements in Windows 2000 
Professional make it even more stable than Windows NT Workstation. Windows 2000 
Professional offers high system uptime, dynamic system configuration and resilience 
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Manageable and easy to use: The support for standards-based security in Windows 
2000 Professional protects corporate data in stand-alone and networked environments. 
Windows 2000 Professional offers a set of built-in tools that make it easier to deploy 
and manage. In addition, Windows 2000 Professional offers an intelligent user 
interface that adapts to the way users work thereby making the users more efficient. 
Internet-enable user business: Windows 2000 Professional is designed to make it 
easier for organizations to embrace the Internet. The built-in Internet Explorer (IE), a 
tightly integrated browser, provides users with a faster and richer Internet experience. 
With support for Dynamic HTML (DHTML) and xtensible Markup Language 
(XML), it offer a powerful platform for developer t er ate highly eatable end-to- 
end e-Commerce and line-of-bu ines web applicati n . 
Share information more efficiently using the Web. 
In the past, performing standard file peration on a network file hare wa much 
easier than performing similar operations on a r mote W b site, Now, Window 200 
Server technologies such as Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) 
make it as easy to carry out standard file operations on a Web share. 
Create Web-based business applications. 
Creating Web-based applications that integrate well into traditional business 
applications can be difficuJt. Windows 2000 Server overcomes this burden by sharing 
internet-aware application development tools with IIS, an efficiency that extend 
application t the Web and eliminates awkward brid zes bctw n int irnal and 
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Bring server operating system functionality to the Web. 
In addition to allowing organizations to extend basic file and print services to the 
Web, Windows 2000 Server supports applications, media, and communications and 
networking services from a common server platform. This convergence means that 
everything a company can do with Windows 2000 Server is automatically supported 
in a fully integrated Web environment. 
3.5.2 Chosen Database Management System 
As we make comparison between Oracle 8i and SQL Server 7.0, a fact that 
Oracle 8i can support much more complex database compared to SQL Server 7.0. 
Nevertheles , as Q erver al incorporate a w rld-cla feature et for di tributed 
client-server computing· therefore it is till cho en a databa e management system as 
it is strongly belie ed that u t mer wh u c r r will enj y benefit in the e 
key areas (Wynkoop, 1997):- 
i) Reliable distributed data and tran action 
ii) Centralized contr l of di tributed erv r 
iii) Very high performance and scalability 
iv) Support for very large databases 
Advantages of SQL Server 7.0: 
1. calability 
SQ erver provides powerful support for large database and complex 
querie . It i .cala le fr m laptop t multiprocessor clusters to ac ornm dar 
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11. Internet, Intranet and Commerce 
SQL Server is very important in Internet, Intranet and electronic commerce 
strategy due to its cutting-edge features and seamless integration with 
Microsoft Windows NT and Microsoft BackOffice. Furthermore, the Web 
Assistant enhances the SQL Server Assistant to easily generate HTML and 
WML files from SQL Server data. It also supports Internet database 
integration and allows the users to automate the publishing of database 
information in the HTML documents, built active web sites and conduct the 
processes on the Internet. 
iii. Desktop, Mobile and Distributed System 
A single code base for all platform , which from a laptop running Window 5 
to clustered system running Window, NT erver is provid d by L erver. 
It enabl emplo ee and u torner the abilit tow rk with data reliably from 
everywhere. 
iv. Ease of Use 
Features provided by SQL er er ensure ea sy-to-use for database 
administrator in building managing and deplo ing bu ine s applications. For 
example, the Dynamic Self-Management automates many routine tasks. 
Besides, the profiling and tuning tools also help to simplify the process of 
finding the process of finding and fixing database problems by capturing and 
replaying server activity. 
v. Data Warehouse 
The data transformation services make it easy to import, export and transform 
heterogeneo · data nng L Database, pen ataba c onru .. "Ctivit 
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capability across two or more SQL is enabled. Furthermore, the repository 
integration and the Open Information Model help integrate and share meta- 
data about SQL Server database, Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and 
Data Transformation Services. Besides, referential integrity and quick 
operation recovery due to numerous failures are maintained. 
3.5.3 Chosen Development Data Access Technology 
ADO.NET is Microsoft's latest data access technology and, as an integral part of the 
.NET Framework, is far more than simply an upgrade of previous incarnations of 
ActiveX Data bject A . AD .N T pr vide an e ten ive et of .N ·T cla e 
that facilitate efficient acce t data fr rn a large variet of ource , enabl 
sophisticated manipulation and orting of data, and form an important ramework 
within which to implement inter-appli ation mmuni ati n and XML Web ervice . 
ADO.NET is essentially a collection of clas e · that expo sc method and attributes 
used to manage communication between an application and a data tore. An integral 
part of the .NET Framework A .NET simplifies integration of data sharing in 
distributed ASP.NET applications. 
ADO.NET is an expansion of ADO with some of the key concepts retained. 
ADO.N ... T ha greatJy extended to provide access to structured data from diverse 
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ADO.NET can be used in any consumer application that needs to connect to, and 
communicate with, data sources such as Microsoft SQL Server™, as well as data 
sources exposed via OLE DB and XML. 
Table below shown some of the different between ADO and ADO.NET 
ADO ADO.NET 
Uses strongly typed 
programming 
characteristics of XML 
Memory-resident Data Require the JOIN query Supports the 
Feature 
Programmability Uses Connection object 
to transmit commands 
Representation 
Data Visitation can' Record et row 
equentially 
Disconnected Access Provided by R ·conlS >t 
but typically upports 
connected access. 
Table I: Different between and .N ·1 
3.5.4 Cho en Web cripting Technology 
DataRelation object 
Uses a navigation 
paradigm for non- 
seq ucn tia I acce , 
.ommunicatc. with 
standardized calls to the 
DntnAdapt r 
ASP. has b en selected as the web development tool for the proposed system. 
The rea on of choosing A P.NET are as follows: 
Enhanced Performan • A P.N ~T i compiled common Ian rua re runtim • cod· 
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advantage of early binding, just-in-time compilation, native optimization, and caching 
services right out of the box. This amounts to dramatically better performance before 
you ever write a line of code. 
World-Class Tool Support. The ASP.NET framework is complemented by a rich 
toolbox and designer in the Visual Studio integrated development environment. 
WYSIWYG editing, drag-and-drop server controls, and automatic deployment are 
just a few of the features this powerful tool provides. 
Power and Flexibility. Becau e A P.N T i based on th common language 
runtime, the power and flexibility of that entire platform is available to Web 
application developers. The . T ·ramework clas library, Mes aging, and ata 
Access solution are all eamlc. ly accessible rom the Web. A P.N ~T i al 
language-independent, o you can choose the language that best applies to your 
application or partiti n our appli ati n a ro man language . Further, common 
language runtime interoperability guarante , that our e istin 1 inve trnent in M- 
based development is preserved when migrating to P.N -..r. 
Simplicity. ASP.NET makes it easy to perform common tasks, from simple form 
submission and client authentication to deployment and site configuration. For 
example, the A P.NET page framework aJlows you to build user interfaces that 
cleanly eparate application logic from presentation code and to handle events in a 
simple, Visual Basic - like forms processing model. Additionally, the common 
language runtime sirnplifie · development, with managed code scrvi cs such u · 
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Manageability. ASP.NET employs a text-based, hierarchical configuration system, 
which simplifies applying settings to your server environment and Web applications. 
Because configuration information is stored as plain text, new settings may be applied 
without the aid of local administration tools. This "zero local administration" 
philosophy extends to deploying ASP.NET Framework applications as well. An 
ASP.NET Framework application is deployed to a server simply by copying the 
necessary files to the server. No server restart is required, even to deploy or replace 
running compiled code. 
Scalability and Availability. A P. T h been de igned with calability in mind, 
with features specifically tailored to improve performance in clustered and 
multiproces or environmen . Further pr c ar • .lo cl monitored and managed 
by the ASP.NET runtime so that if one misbehaves (leaks, deadlocks), a new procc 
can be created in its plac which help k p ur ap lication c n tantly available to 
handle requests. 
Customi:zability and Extensibility. ASP.N T delivers a well-factored architecture 
that allows developers to "plug-in" their code at the appropriate level. ln fact, it is 
possible to extend or replace any subcomponent of the ASP.NET runtime with your 
own custom-written component. Implementing custom authentication or state services 
has never been easier. 
'ecurity. With built in Windows authentication and per-application conf •urntion, 
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Chapter 4: System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System Design is a phase of the waterfall that the entire requirements for the 
system are translated into system characteristics. The requirements for system are 
regarding to the analysis that had been discussed in the previous chapter. System 
design includes the following issues: 
• System Architecture Design 
• System Functionality Design 
• User Interface esign 
• Databa e Design 
4.2 Overview of ystcm Architecture 
1st Tier 2nd Tier 3rd Tier 
Client 
WebServer 




Figure 4.1: 3-Tier Architecture of CTS 
The conceptual architecture of the three-tier application applies when w plit 
an application acres three tiers arc split into three lo ,i al ompon •nts or th 
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tier Web applications generally consist of a Web browser for the user interface, a Web 
server connected to a "middle tier'' application, and a persistent store that is frequently 
a relational database. (Refer to Figure 4. 1) 
CTS will be usmg ASP as the web development tooJ. ASP can be used to 
communicate with the relational database. A simple illustration on both the ways 
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The mam purpose of having a three-tier architecture is to assign mam 
functionality to each tier to ensure no function overlapped. Different people could 
handle each tier using different languages. Therefore, whenever there is error or 
system fault occurs, the problems can be detected and fixed easily without interfering 
other tier. 
4.3 System Functionality Design 
4.3.1 System Structure Charts 
The objective f tem tructure chart is to h w h w the module in 'J ar 
related to each ther. 
I T I 
Customer 
Mo<i11l Morlu l1. 
Figure 4.4: Structure Chart for CTS 
T c nsis of three major parts, which are Customer Administration 
M dule, Staff Administrati n Module, and Manager Administration Module. 
Basically, the 'u ·t mer Admini nration M dulc is to lcl th· ustom r to i rv th· 
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the Staff Administrator Module is to manage the movie tickets reservation and 
payment transaction. Finally, the Manager Administration Module is to let the 
manager to manage the movie information, halls, promotions and announcement. 
Customer 
Administration 
I I I 
Movie Movie on Registration Announcement 
Ticket show 
-Book ticket 
- Regi ter 
-Buy ticket -View howtirne - View/change -View 
-View eating profile arm uncemcnt 
- Mo i - View promotion 
information 
igure 4.5: tru ture hart for ustorner Administration Module 
tafT 
dministration 
I I I 
Registration Processing a Reservation Announcement 
- View/Modify - Show announcement 
- Register reservation on mam page 
- ogin -Reimburse 
- View/change - View movie show time 
profile and room availability 
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4.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a method used to graphically characterize data 
processes and flows in CTS. DFD will depict the overview of the system inputs, 
process and outputs. 
The advantages of using DFD are: 
• Further understanding of the interrelatedness of modules and sub 
modules of CTS. 
• Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the nece ary data and 
processe have been defined. 
DFD is easy to e under t d a it has symbols that specify the physical 



















I I I Data Store 
Table 4. l: DFD Symbols 
The convention, which is used to design DFD are based on the work by 
C.Gane and T. ar on. The data flow i c nc ptuali ed with a top-d wn p ·r cctive. 
So, the Context Level Diagram will be drawn, followed b the iagram 0. iagram 0 
is an overview proce s of all the major module. in ', that include. all the data 
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4.4 Database Design 
Data storage is considered by some to be the heart of an information system 
(Kendall, 1996 ). It is a central source of data meant to be shared by many users for a 
variety of applications. The heart of a database is the DBMS (database management 
system), which allows the creation, modification and updating of the database; the 
retrieval of data; and the generation of reports. The main objective of database design 
is to make sure that data is available when the user wants to use it. Apart from that, 
the accuracy, consistency and integrity of data must be assured from time to time, to 
provide efficient data storage a well as efficient updating and retrieval. 
In 1976, Peter hen had intr duced the use of the entity-relatiom hip model J-R 
Model). An -R diagram contains many entitle , many different type ot relation , 
and numerou attributes. The ten fit f ntity Relationship modclin 1 ar mentioned 
below: 
1. Database ne d to b de igned and ntit relationship !R) mod eling is an aid 
to design. 
11. An ER model is a graphical representation of the ystem and i a high-level 
conceptual data model. 
m. Supports a user's perception of data and rs independent of the particular 
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4.4.1 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary or metadata can be defined as descriptions of the database 
structure and contents. Data dictionary defines the field, field type and descriptions of 
each table. 
In CTS, one database had been defined namely CTS and contained 8 tables, 
MPLOYE , MOVIE, SHOWTIME, ROOM, 
RESERVA JON, PROMOTION, and F DBACK. 
which are CUSTOMER, 
Database Name: CT 
Table name: U TOMER 
cus memberid 8 - 
cus firstname 2 
cus lastname archar 
cus contactnum int 
cus dob datetime 8 
cus addl datetime 50 ustomer address line one 
cus add2 archar 50 Customer address line two 
cus add3 archar 50 Customer address line three 
cu _ dateregi 8 Customer register date 
cus ernailadd archar 50 Customer email address 
cu · lo • · ncode varchar 8 ustomer password 
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Table name: EMPLOYEE 
emp_loginid varchar 8 Employee login name 
emp _ firstname var char 32 Employee first name 
emp _lastname varchar 32 Employee last name 
emp _ contactnum int 16 Employee contact number 
emp_dob datetime 8 Employee DOB 
emp_addl varchar 50 Employee address line one 
emp_add2 varchar 50 Employee address line two 
---- - --- - 
emp_add3 var char 50 mployee address line three 
emp _ datestartwork datetime 8 mployee tart working date 
emp_emailadd varcha.r 0 Employee email addre 
emp _logincode archar 8 :mplo ee pa· w rd 
Table 4-2: Table 
Table nam : MOVIE 
movie id 8 Movie id 
movie title 255 Movie title 
500 Movie synopsis 
movie_cast 500 Movie casts 
movie duration 4 Movie duration 
movie category 4 Movie category 
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Table name: SBOWTJME 
show id varchar 8 Showtimeid 
show movietitle var char 255 Movie title 
show startdate datetime 8 Movie start showing date 
show enddate datetime 8 Movie stop showing date 
show time varchar 16 Movie show time 
Table 4-4: Table of SHOWTIME 
Table name: ROOM 
I la II number 
hall_seat 1 nt 
hall_number Int 4 
4 hall_seat:mun lnt 
M 
Table name: RE ERV ATION 
res_transactionnum 8 Transaction number 
res_ tennofpayment 16 Term of payment 
res_ numofticket smallint 2 Number of ticket 
re rnovietitle archar 255 Movie title 
re· sh wtimc datetime 16 Movie show time 
res date datctime 8 Transaction date 
re· cust merid varchar 8 ustomcr user nam 
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I res_ seatnum I varchar 50 I Seat number 
Table 4-6: Table of RESERVATION 
Table name: PROMOTION 
pro_id varchar 8 Promotion or announcement id 
pro content varcbar 500 Promotion or announcement 
pro_date datetime 8 Date 
pro_ manager varchar 8 Employee ID 
Table 4- 7: Table of PROMOTION 
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4.4 User Interface Design 
File Edit View Favortes Tools Help 
L;") .;J : r Search , Favorles Meda {> 
Addi~ [~ C:\[)oc\Mllenl:s aod SettlnQs\nti\Desld.op\Gah Cl>J111Jitm 
;; 
Cinema Ticketing System 
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Chapter 5 - System Implementation 
5.1 Introduction 
System implementation in software development is a process to convert system 
requirements into program codes. The initial stage of system implementation involves 
setting up the development environment. This includes setting up development tools 
to facilitate the system implementation. 
Generally, the development environment is suited according to different development 
phases, which can be categorized into system design, system development and report 
writing process. 
5.2 Development Environment 
Development environment specifies the environment on which the • will be 
implemented. Th development n ironm nt on whi h the T build n 1 
important as it plays an important rot in determining th successful implementation 
ofCTS. 
5.3 ystem Design 
Although system design is clearly stated in chapter 4, nevertheless, during the initial 
stage of system development, a number of considerations and adjustments were done 
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5.4 System Development 
The basic tools used for the system development are: 
• Internet Information Service (Web Server) 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Server (Operating System) 
• SQL 2000 (Database Management System) 
• Microsoft .NET platform 
• Index Server (Full-Text Indexing) 
• Notepad and Edit plus (Editor for HTML) 
• Swish 2.0 (Image design tools) 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver (Image de ign tool ) 
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5.5 Reports Writing 
All the problems encountered, together with solutions found throughout the processes 
(from system implementation until system evaluation) were recorded as well as result 
from system testing and system integration. 
5.6 System Coding - Coding Approach, Style and Scripting 
Language 
5.6.l Database Implementation 
For OMS, the database is tored in a distributed erver in which any data creation, 
updates or data retrieval will be connect d directly to the databa e erver through 
ADO.NT. 
The database includes tables to keep u ers detail including users' authentications 
information. CTS is an online application in which the u r can create, edit and 
delete any records directly into the T database. 
After the CTS is completed and tested successfully, all the raw data were flush from 
the database. All the unnecessary tables were eliminated from CTS database to avoid 
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5.6.2 Application Server Configuration 
Internet Information Server (TIS) is a Microsoft's offering a Web publishing and web 
server that allow users of windows NT/2000to serve web page on the Internet. TIS is 
available in both Professional and Server version of Windows 2000. 
Essentially, all Web page files should be place into the default directory of 
\InetPub\wwwroot\ and nammg the home page Default.htm or Default.aspx. 
Administrator can choose to create a virtual directory instead of place all the web 
page in the default root folder. 
5.6.3 Index Server onfiguration 
lndex server i a ervicc that u c to maintain an index or document in computer. 
Index server does thi by extracting information fr m the document r >anizing it f r 
quick and easy access through the search function. 
The Indexing Service u s the indexing to filter the te: t in document and pa c the 
results to a Web or system catalog. Th service than searches the catalog for the 
requested text or phrase inst ad of searching all the drives on the computer or an 
entire Web site. 
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Index server uses a filter to read through the documents and extract the contents and 
property values. The property values are stored in a path to the document in the index. 
It then determines the language of the document and breaks the content into 
individual words. 
The Index Server then checks to exception list and removes any words from the 
documents that are not in the list. 
The remaining words are then stored in the index. 
5.6.5 Installing and Running Index Server 
Although the hardware requirements for the service are the same as those for 
Windows 2000, the performance can be affected by the size and quality of documents 
that are indexing. Index server ha the capability to index the following document : 
• H ML Documents 
• ASCII te t documents 
• Documents created in Microsoft 5 and later er ion 
• Microsoft Internet Mail and News documents 
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Recommended Memory Configuration 
# of Documents Recommended Memory 
<100,000 64MB 
100,000 TO 250,000 64MB TO 128 MB 
250,000 TO 500,000 128 MB TO 256 MB 
500,000 OR MORE 256 MB OR HIGHER 
Table5.1: Recommended M mory onfiguration 
* Detail configuration are please refer to the appendices 
5.6.6 Virtual directory creation 
To enable users to access this sy tcm from the internet, a virtual directory has to be 
created on the erver. hi i done u ing II . he> irtual dir ctor corrc ponds to the 
actual directory where all the stem cript are found. To enable user carch the 
DMS, two dir ctori al o created. h M folder where all project folder 
are located and thi folder i ind x b the lndex ervcr. Another one is 
PersonalFold r where all users' personal folders are located. The option "Index This 
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5. 7 Program Implementation 
5.7.1 Coding Approach 
The methodology used in this development of the DMS is the incremental prototyping 
methodology. This phase will begin with module design, followed by the 
implementation of preliminary prototype. On completion of the preliminary 
prototype, additional functions are added into prototype. This phase is interactive and 
may require trace backs to previous stages within the incremental prototyping phase if 
error were found. It ends with the complete implementation of module. 
ASP.NET with VB.NET is used to develop the entire T , which code behind 
method id used. ASP.N T forms are divided into two sections: the user interface and 
the logic (or code). he u er interfa c mpri e I !TM markup and A P.N T web 
controls, whereas the logic i the programmatic code that interact with the u er 
interface. This make the page will look more irnple and easier to manage. 
To increase the coding readability and to help in future enhancement , a page i 
formed by small pieces of files through the u e of "IN LUO ". This is very 
important as it reduces workload of system developers especially when they make 
changes on the layout of interfaces. Besides, it also enables system to be developed in 
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5.7.2 ASP.NET page 
An ASP.NET page is formed by small pieces of files. Figure below indicated an 
ASP.NET page (main.jsp), as all the pages include a same file of header.aspx. 
Therefore, whenever there are changes in the header part, all the pages will be 
updated at the same time. This simplifies work done during correction or updates on 
pages. 
<meta conten -"Vi ual Ba ic 7.0" name " D LAN 
<meta content="Ja a ript" nam " d fault Ii nt ript" 
"> 
<%@ Page Languag -"vb" AutoEventWireup="false" Codebehind="Home.aspx. vb" 
lnherits="Thesis.Home" %> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional/JEN"> 
<HTML> 
< AD> 
<titl W b orrn </titl 
<m 1 content "Micro" Il Yi ual tudio N ·T 7 O" n nnc " • N 'RAT R" 
<meta 
name="vs _ targetSchema "> 
nt nt-"http://s hema .uricrosofl.com/iut Iii en ·c/i • " 
AD> 
<body MS_PO ITIONTNG="GridLa out"> 
<form id="Form l " method="post" runat="server"> 
p:panel id="Panel 1" style="Z-TNDEX: 101; LEFT: Opx; POSITlON: 
absolute; TOP: Opx" runat="server" Width="300px" Height="600px"> 
ABLE id="Tablel" height="100%" cellSpacing="O" 
cell Padding "I" width-" I O"lo" bgColor="#000099" border="O"> 
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</TR> 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 235px"><ITD> 
<TD><ITD> 
<TD><!TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH: 235px"> 
<asp:LinkButton id="LinkButton2" 
runat="server" Width="lOOpx" Height="30px" BorderStyle="None" Font-Overline="True" 
runa -"server" Width=" I OOp " Height " Opx" B rd r l le "Non " Font- vcrlinc "True" 
ForeColo -"#FFfFCO" Font-Names="Courier 
Bold="True">Home</asp:LinkButton><fTD> 
Font-Names="C uri r ForeColo -"#FFFF O" 
Bold="True">Login</asp:LinkButton> D> 
New" Font-Italic=True" Font- 
D> 
-ont- 




TD!<! I "WIDTll· 2 p " 
a p: inkButt n id "LinkButton I" 
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Chapter 6- System Testing 
The main function of testing is to establish the presence of defects in a program and to 
judge whether the program is usable in real application. Nevertheless, testing can only 
demonstrate the presence of errors. It cannot show that there is no error in the 
program. Therefore, a more suitable approach must be chosen to reduce the possibility 
of errors in a program. 
Bottom-up approach is adopted in system testing for CTS. Each module at the lowest 
level of the system hierarchy is te ted individually. Then, all the tested module 
would be related to the next module testing. This appr ach is repeated until all the 
modules are tested successfully. 
6.1 Types of Testing 
In general, the testing proce of T can be hown in the following figure. All the 
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6.1.1 Unit Testing 
Unit test is the process to test the individual component to ensure that they function 
properly. Each component is tested independently without the interference from other 
system components. Unit test is performed concurrently with the development 
process. 
The codes in the components used in the CTS are analyzed to determine the various 
states that the components will encounter. The test involves running the components 
in the browser and trying to identify the source of error from the error messages 
printed on the screen. After all yntax errors are eliminated, test cases are developed 
to test the code . Input data i provided to the comp nent in the y tern and the output 
is verifying its correcme: s. e. t ca. es are de clop d carefull in order to capture the 
different behavior of the component. esting are al o involve boundary testing. 
Other than that testing al o ch ck to ·n urc that data from the databa se i being 
indexed correctly as the databa e server i lo ated on a different machine. 
Techniques used during the process of performing unit testing arc as ollows: 
6.1.1.1 Code Review 
Before a source code is deploying, codes are reviewed line by line to discover any 
syntax error a well as semantic error. If errors are discovered, they are corrected 
immediately. Input is typed in and the output is verified for accuracy. This is done by 
double checking manually to verify that the query results yield records that xi t in 
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6.1.1.2 Tracing 
This method is faster compared to code review techniques and it is efficient in 
discovering errors. During the compilation, the VB compiler will detect type of errors 
in a program and display the error type as well as the line number in which the error 
occurs. 
6.1.1.3 Other Techniques 
Other techniques are debugging and use code behind to discover any error during the 
development. 
6.1.2 Module Testing 
Module testing i performed without other y tern modules. J\ module consists of a 
collection of dependent components to perform a particular task or function. Different 
possible test ca es ar applied to the module and the test r isults would be verified. 
Unusual results will be analyzed and they would help in debugging sub-modules in 
order to produce the desir d output. 
6.2 Integration Test 
Integration test is needed when all modules are integrated. The mam focus in 
integration test is to navigate the interfaces repeatedly to detect any interface 
mismatch problem. 
everal important aspects are checked to ensure that the flow of the data in CTS is 
weJI organized and are user friendly to aJJ the system users. TS use a bottom up 
testing. · ch m dule i tested f r its a ility to function after into iration. Th n w of 
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6.2.1 System Testing 
The sub-systems are integrated to make the entire system. Therefore, the mam 
purpose in system testing is to find errors that result from unanticipated interactions 
between sub-systems. Besides, it is used to validate whether the system meets its 
functional and non-functional requirement 
Problems might occur by the time the new developed system is integrated. The test 
covers the performances, reliability, accuracy and other criteria. Testing is carried in 
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Chapter 7 - Evaluation and Conclusion 
Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system and an important phase 
before delivery the system to the end users. Evaluation was related to user 
environment, attitudes, information priorities and several other concerns that are to be 
considered carefully before effectiveness can be concluded. At all phases of the 
system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a 
variety of sources and information. 
7.1 Problems Encounter and Solutions 
7.1.1 Setting up server 
Many problem faced in setting u th relevant ervcrs in the T . Thi problem i 
due to lack of experience in dealing with the servers. Many problem are also faced 
with index server which r quire a different et of in tallation procedure compared 
to US. 
7.1.2 Interconnecting Server 
Problems are faced trying to interconnect the TIS, database server and Index server. 
The 11 is unable to detect the database server even though connection string is 
written pr bably. lndex server bas to maintenance to make sure it run probably and 
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7.1.3 Unfamiliar with New Technology 
ASP.NET and VB.NET are still new technology to the computing world. Problems 
are faced in understanding the concepts and implementing the new technology to 
develop modules to support the office tacks. 
7.1.4 Index Catalog 
The index catalog is easily corrupted. This could due to hardware problems, dirty 
shutdown or perhaps faulty DLL filters. The message that appears on the user's screen 
reads "The Content Tndex Ts Corrupted". When this happens the search and the 
retrieval functions will not be available to users. 
7.1.5 Access ontrol List 
Managing the access control of file uploaded into the server by the client i an 
important issue. There is no automat d proce a sociated with the acce c ntrol 
management through the web. 
7.2 Solution 
7.2.1 Interconnecting Server 
The problem of interconnecting the US server and the database server is solved 
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7.2.2 Restart Content Server 
When the index catalog is corrupted, administrator will have to manually stop and 
restart the index server. Following this, Index server will re-index the repository. This 
will take some time, depending on the size of repository. The index server does not 
have to reinstall. 
7.2.3 Information Gathering 
Jn trying to solve the various problems faced in the development of the CTS, I went to 
browse through the Microsoft web site to look for possible solutions. Apart from the 
Microsoft web site, other A P.N T and VB.N T ite i al o of a great help. I al 
tried to get advice from developers, programmers and the Microsoft support team. 
7.3 Strength 
7.3.1 Wide-accessibility 
The CTS is a web base system. This ha provided wide-acce sibility to user where 
users can access from everywhere in the world. Client-side software only requires the 
installation of a web browser to access the CTS. Furthermore, browsers are available 
across al I platforms. 
7.3.2 onfidentially and Integrity of Information 
The strength of the earch function lies in the capacity to perform accost control 
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access to will be published. This feature protects confidentially of information and 
also maintains the integrity of the information. 
7.3.3 Structure and organizational capabilities 
The system allows users to create file structures similar to operating system file 
storage structures. The file system has the ability to create folders and subfolders for 
storage of files. The users have the ability to delete a folder, files or even rename a 
file name. 
7.3.4 High Scalability 
The CTS is highly scalable. The T has scalability which it is possible to add more 
hardware and software easily to the in the future. The repository doe not have to 
locate on the same machine th lnde crver and II . Thi. feature makes it po sible 
to implement a dedicated file server or database server. All that needs to be done is to 
set up trust relations between the serv rs and r at" irtual dir ct rie so that Jnde 
server will b able to index the data. 
7.4 Limitation 
7.4.1 Platform 
The i limited to certain platforms in term of openness. The CTS supports 
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7.4.2 Language Support 
The CTS does not support the ability to search for information in different languages. 
The system is only able to search in English. The ability to provide language support 
is due to lack of information on how searches can be done in different language and 
lack of time to test out the implementation of language support in the search module. 
7 .5 Future Enhancement 
As mentioned before, CTS is still not fine enough to work at its full efficiency. Some 
refining work needs to be done to the ystem to increase it u ability and reliability. 
The aspects to be refine and some suggestion to upgrade the ystem are as below: 
7.5.1 Version ontrol 
Future enhancement of this system is to provide a simple version control, which may 
have the following function: 
Update a version number of document 
Provide logging of the users who have check out the documents, in and out. 
7.S.2 Security 
ncryption of file. Also should be the file sent via FTP, encryption will ensure that 
hackers will not be able to tap into the lines. File name of all that files that stored in 
phy ical directories are not the original file name. We can use file 10 so that other 
people cannot easily view the filename and open the file using appreciate software. 
:..ach c nnecti n t the server is protected by S L session and optionall imp! m nt 
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7.5.3 Virus Scanning 
Virus scanning capability can be added into the system so that every file uploaded 
into the CTS is safe and virus free. 
7.5.4 PDF File 
The CTS system should provide a function to convert text file to PDF format. 
7.5.5 Work.flow 
Documents worktlow control and task routing capabilitie . 
System ad.min able to create cu tomizc workOow and task routing for a pccific 
catalogue. This routing information is d namics and can b change at an time. 
7.5.6 Language Gained 
Search module will include language support. This will enable searches to be carried 
out in different language. This will broaden the usage of CTS as then it will allow the 
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7.5.7 Ability to Store Meta Data 
Meta data is data about the files. Some examples of Meta data are file type, data 
created, date modified, keywords, description, owner, creator, last modified by etc. 
7.5.8 Other features 
• Audit trail features for any activities that perform by the user. 
• Statistics and reports of files access and other information and analysis 
propose. 
• Notification by SMS when new documents been added to a catalog. 
• Capable to viewing multi-page document via a crolling page by page or by 
thumbnail. 
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Cinema Ticketing System (CTS) Survey Form 
Faculty: Course: _ 
Year: ---------- 
1. How often you go to cinema watch movie? 
2. Did you visit any cinema organization website before? 
0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, can you list out some? 
3. Did you book movie ticket at any website before? 
0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please Ii tout some. 
4. Which method do you find more effici nt Plea e number fr m highe t t lowe t 
preference. 
0 Online booking 
0 Phone booking 
0 Direct purchase 
0 Email 
5. If a cinema organization develops a reliable interactive on line sy tern that 
promises effectives and efficiency but requires onlin payment, will you consider 
using this online system? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
6. Which payment would you preferred? 
n Credit card 
rJ Prepaid system 
0 -payment 
I" ebit card 
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Appendix A: Installation & Configuration 
A.1 How to Set Up SQL Server and Index Server to Enable Full-Text 
Indexing and Textual Search. 
A. I. t Introduction 
Microsoft® SQL erver™ ver ion 2000 introduce facilitic that upport tc tual 
queries on data in SQL Server as well a on data in the file system and full-text search 
on databa e. everal produ t and feature ha c b en brought together to upport thi 
capability, including Q erver di tributed queric Windows 20 0 crver built-in 
Web server, Microsoft Internet Information ·rv1 ' (II ) ersion , and Microsoft 
Index Server. 
A. t .2 Textual Search on File System (Microsoft Indexing Service) 
• installing the s rvice, 
• pointing it to CTS web site, 
• tuning it for speed and efficiency, 
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A.1.2.1 Installation 
The Indexing Service version 3 is the only one that will run on Windows 2000 at this 
time (April 19, 2002). It is installed by default. If it is not installed the Indexing 
Service during the Windows setup, following this step: 
Start > Settings > Control Panel > Add/Remove Programs > Add/Remove Windows 
Components, Check the Indexing Service and then press Next. Windows will install 
the necessary files and when it's done, click on to finish. User might be asked for the 
Windows 2000 Server instalJation CD to copy the necessary files. 
A.1.2.2 Creating a New atalog 
A catalog is like a database where the. ervice : tore. all the inf rmation after it i d ne 
indexing all the files. o thi y tern will use the service lo . ear h against T file 
system. irst, user ha to create a web it thr ugh the 11 .onsolc, n c that running, 
then user ha e t tell Il to Inde · the cb ite. ( hr ugh the l lomc Direct ry ta f 
the site Properties). Make sure Index this Re ource is checked. If not, check it. y 
default, the Inde ing ervic will index H M fil , text files, ffice 95 and later 
files, internet mail and news and any other document that a filter is provided. For 
example, Adobe makes its own IFilter which once installed, helps the service index 
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Directory Secun1y J HTTP Headers J Custom E1101s l Server EKtensions I 
Web Site ] Operatois I Performance J ISAPI Filters Home Directory J Docl.ll)Cl'lts J 
When connecting to this resource. the cotitent should come from: 
r. A directoiy located on tm computer 
I A share located on ardher compute! 
(' A redirection to a URL 
Local Path: lo:\engbh 
r script source access 
P" Read 
rwrite 
r Directory browsing ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Application Set tings 
r LogV1sts 
P" Index th!S resource 
~ 
Application name: jDelault Application Remove I 1 
Stai ting point <English> 
Conhgurabon .. 11 
Execute Permissions: I s Cl ipts only 3 
Appkat100 Protection: I Medium (Pooled) 3 I 
OK H Ip 
Figure A. 1 Web Site Dir ctory Properties 
The next step is to create a new catalog to hou: c all th· information. It's probably a 
good idea to create a new folder to u cc, clu i cl 1 for our catalou ). Then open the 
Computer Management on ole and right Ii k on the Ind , ing 'er ice, or click on 
Action on top and go to New> atalog. 
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• II 
• Computer Management (Locel) 
EJ iii, System Tools 
I I Event Viewer 
R-, System Information 
,-+] Pc,formoncc Logs end Alerts 
L-'-1· -..;J Shar•d Fokler• 
Device Man~ger 
1 Local Users and Groups 
El~ Sto«•oc 
W Oi•k Monegom nt 
Disk Defragm nter 
\..-J Lo0teal D nvee 
+J j//jfJ Removable Storage 
-:J {.b ~cnvice• and Applte.alion.s 
J tl T olcphon,y 
~ WMI Control 
... ~efVI $ 
,-J a 1•1•1¥!4Mid"P Zlart 
l-J ~ ~~':°~ ln~_o!..'"!2!.l 
"' Aft r,..~k!t ~'R~~· ~ "!' • 
{t ... "'~· . 
I> ', ", 
; ,·''• .. 
.... ~· >¥'>" ~ ' • 
'":!,\·"·, ... 
. ' ~ ' . . . . 
v- 
ll<PO't L.1 t 
H p 
Figure A. 2 : This Screen bow How to reate a New Catalog in Computer Management 
Type a name for the new catalog (Full- c: l), and pie a location where to save th 






(J Quer~1 the Catalog 
+ . !.JI Sy•stem 
+, r ~Web 
Internet Information Services 
the rvice will tart indexing that content. Right click on the catalog that wants to 
edit, click on Properties and move to the Tracking tab. In this case we want it to point 
to a web ite, o u er has to tel I it what web server to associate it with. Pick one from 
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Now when service is start, it will start indexing the web site. Under the Generation 
tab, user can select whether to inherit parent attributes or uncheck it so that can 
customize it. For this system, only Generate Abstracts and not index files with 
unknown extensions are checked. Abstracts are another word for the HTML 
description meta tag, which goes in the HEAD of the document. When indexing an 
HTML page, it will look to see if there is one in the HEAD. If there is none, then it 
will pick the first 320 characters from the body to create the abstract. The maximum 
number for this string length is 500. 
General J Tracktng Generehon l 
I lnhentable St> hngs 
r Index hies With l.l'lknown XteflflOOS 
P G nor troels 
Maxmun $1lO (n clwocters) j320 j3 
I 
l r '"""'"""' '""' """ s_l'f_., _ 
OK Ctincel 
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A.l.2.3 Start to Index a Specify Folder 
Go to the Indexing Service Console and right click on Directories and go to New > 
Directory. 
f:;J !l;I Indexing Service 
IE ell":.JI english 
, El ~'[:JI FullText 
<-..;j~l'!lll .... mt&lll 
w Prope _ _ Dlr_ec_to_rY  . 
liJ Query View 
l+l 1'J:.JI System 
[+1 ~'fi':.JI Web 
I . Internet Infor 
Help 










Directo Alias Include in Catalo 
Figure A. 4This Screen how All the Folder that being Index under Full-text 
Catalog 
hoose the path of the folder where to add to th' atalog, and choose from the radio 
button wh ther thi catalog included r xcludcd from the indc . er an add folders 
on remote computer a long a the are corre ti mapp d in ours stem. The Alia· 
(UNC) is not nee ssary. 
Maintenanc 
Go to tart> Programs > Administrative o Is > ervices: 
• 
- D x 
Destription Status . SJmtu T 
FTP Pubishing Servi.. Provides FTP co... Started Automatic LocalSystem 
llS Mnn Servce ADows administrat... Started Automatic LocalSystem _J ... "'11,.••··--··· lnfr4'!ed Moo'tOf Supports infrared... Started Automatic LocolSystem 
lnlelnet Connection... P1ovidei nelwotk.. Menu I L ISysl 
Inter 1te MectNJing Allows sending a... Dis bl d Loe ISyst m 
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Double click, or right click and go to Properties, on the Indexing Service to open the 
Indexing Service Properties dialog. Click on the Recovery tab. 
Genetaf l Log On Recoveiy I Oepoojencies I 
Select the ~e~s response if trn service fais. 
firstl1111uc· jResta1l the Seivice 
,S.econd faiule jR111aFie 
Syb Qlient f aiwet: !Take NoActlOn 
Re$et la.I c)lU11 llller: lo dayt 





jc·\Se1ve1Scripts\Serdmao()nSelVICCFad vbs ~ 
Connond hie ~emotell 
r Append I ,, C()ll)t to .Qtld of conn.ind line (lfai ~~ 1 %1 
OK 
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A.1.3 Full-Text Indexing On a Table (SQL 2000) 
Full·Tc><t Jndc><lnq Yll~"'rd E.1 
Welcmne to t.he SQL Server 
Full~ Text. Indexing. \.Vizard 
T > w..::,>id h<-IP< ou ore: I> I l CW t~ C.>t.:>Jo..; (01 
)"llUI tJ~-ll .:.("l.t~ \Wih fhH Yt.f;~ II Y{'tU I.- t 
Y 1.1 mu:.t Mve- ovmcnhiD c' the- teC~c o be- 11 <:exed 'o 
con e thi .,.,.n:..vd 
Figure A. 7 Full-Text Indexing Wizard 
I. Use of the Full- ext Indexing Wizard in nterprise Manager involves the following 
step : 
2. After u er click nc t this dialon bo di pla cd: 
Concel 
· ulo t • () ''"'l• -e ••" 
Y "' 111 \.vi .,;l Sl.l 
eo<t > 
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3. After click next again, this dialog box is displayed: From this dialog box, user can 
select a table that wish to enable for full-text indexing. 
Full-rem Jnde~irtQ Wizard Ef 
Select a l abr~ 
Y u rm.J:rl sel&l a SQL Se""" l<ible' r lu!Hext ndexm9 
I 
Figure A. 9: Screen that enable table for full-text indc ing 
4. After that, to enable a table for full-text indexing a table mu t have a unique keys 
otherwise action will be terminate. The unique indc · mu ·t be a sin 'le kc column and 
non-nullable. 
t ull· T<>>tt lndc>tlrtQ Wl:?ard El 
S (>( n Ind 
ov rw t ~o .. ct • '"" ndox 11:: 1f · l 
Thia •"ldeJI DO- a u•iiQue c~aint 01> «>111- t;ibl ook•n ... , I• u•t!d lo l');)•tloo ••In 
,,,,..... "'!l SQL Q y,..... o• 
UnlQuo "1de.i:: ..... - ··-···-----~·· -~· --·--·-·--·~· , .... .-_ ... ,.. ... __ L:P•"LL ..::itU~nd 
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Compjertng the SQl,, Server 
Full-Text Indexn g \\'lz.ard 
Y u hove corrp'e1 he slep.o oeQUred lo c0<rlioure 
.:i tab:e for !.ll· e~t ond!I~ You1 se coons arc 
Jes i.l bodovo - 
x 
The s lecl tab hu no 
IXl ue ~le column index on o:> o;olrnn lh:il doe:. 
I) aba pub 
Table: lcbo).(&alet) 
Figure A. 11: Confirmation Dialog Box 
~-<_R_~ ___. F_~_i•n~_.I c_nc __ 1__. 
After successfully select the unique index and click the finish button thi: dialog box 
' state 
< ftack C nc I 
is displayed. 




Figure A. 12 Determine which column to enable for full-text indexing 
User can now select the columns that will support full-text indexing. The column, 
Language for Word Breaker, specifies the language of the data torcd in the column 
that w111 be full-text indexed 
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rull-rci-;t Indexing Wizard, - - 
Select a Catalog 
You must select an existing full-text catalog or create one 
for this database. 
If this is a large table, or if the chosen full-te><t catalog has indexed other large tables, 






lC:\Progr m Files\M1crosoft SQL Server\MSSC: ... ~ 
< jiack ext> Cancel 
Figure A. 13 New Catalog create screen 
User can al o specify the location in which the catalog is tored; otherwi e, the default 
location is the Program File \Mier oft L , 'r r\M L$1n tance Namc\FT ata 
folder. To create a population chedulc for the table click New Table chedule 
t 111l- I 1•x1 lm!Pxino \Yii'·ll cl EJ 
Select or Create Population Schedules (Oplio~IJ 
You cai manage the popul.,UO,, of this full·text at&log by e ing 
or tabla popukition schedule or modi(ying an el • ting one, 
Name Type Enabled Description 
New !able SchecUe .. Ne~ Catalog Schedule... I __ E_- d_i•_ ... __ 1_1e_1.,,_t•,_' ..... 
<!lack 
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New Full-Text Indexing Table Schedule - authors E! 
Name: I (;; .E_nabled 
Job type~~--~~--~-~-~~----~-~~--, 
r. f uH population 
("" !ncremental population 
("" !Jpdate index 
Schedule frequency------------------- 
r ~tart automatically when SQL Server Agent starts 
r. .Qne time On gate: Ii 0/ 8)2001 
r Becurring 
::::] Aqime: l 11:59:00 PM:;J 
1 f'.sing j 
OK Help I Cancel 
Figure A. 15 New job schedule properties 
In thi dialog box, the Update Index option corre p nd to a change tracking 
population: 
User can determine what the inde ing will crform when the 
changes on the table. 
tcm ha occur any 
The final stage in this proces i the follov ing dialo 1 bo: which signifies success in 
enabling a table for full-text inde: ing: 
Figure A. 16 • inal 'onfirmation 
Completing the SQL Server 
Full- Text Indexing Wizard 
You have completed the steoe required to omrigur" 
a table for hJlf-{e><t tnde><tng. YoUf s::etections ere 
desc1ibed below. 
labave: pube 
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After click the Finish button, SQL Server goes through the steps to enable the table 
for full-text indexing. When the process completes, this dialog box is displayed: 
M1cro<ioft SQL Server Enterprise Manager 
Define full-text indexing on table 1dboUauthorsf: 
Full-text indexing wizard completed successfully. 
The fuU·text index lor ldbo].(authorsf has not been populated. To 
populate this full-text index, use the 'Start Population' menus on the 
full-text catalog 'Pubs' 01 the table [dboHautholsJ. 
1
-··--···-·-··-···1 L -· ·~·~······ j __ r_, -'---1 
Figure A. 17 this screen indicates the full-text indexing is now performing 
A.1.3.1 How to Populate Full-text Index Manually 
o tart a full or incremental population on a atalog basis, expand the atabase 
folder, and then click Fall-Text atalog. In th right- idc pane, right-click the name or 
catalog, and then click tart Full Population or tart Incremental Population, 
depending on the type of population user require. 
L- [LOCAL) [Windows NT) 





..!J . l'ldllltf •  New Full-Text Catalog .. 
A eguild Catalog 
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To determine if the population has completed, right-click the name of the catalog, and 
then click Properties. This dialog box is displayed: 
Full-Text Catalog Properties - Pubs f3 




jd\Program Files\Microsoft SQL S 
jSQL0000500005 
Status· jldle. 
Item count: 9 
Unique key count jss 
La popul lion date: l7117101 18.02 PM 
.B Ire h 
OK 
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Appendix B: User Manual 
B.1 User Manual 
Cinema Ticketing System (CTS) is an online system that let internet user to book 
movie ticket. This manual is a guide to help user to use CTS effectively to achieve the 
goal. 
When user first enter the website, they will enter the CTS home page which is 
Cinema Ticketing system 
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Figure 8.2: T Homepag f\ 
User have to login before they can book the movie ticket. Below is the login page for 
c 
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User also can view the showing movie of the cinema. 
Cinema Ticketing System 
Por,_.. ......... ~ .. bldld•O' SJi'tbr ..,.WWW),.__. Mltl• or•t1atwmtaatt .,,.. 
~ •llosciDl& Wlllllld to~· tl.CMa-4 
~ . 
Figure 8.3: Movin bowing in T 
User also can view their d tail and edit their detail . 
Figure ll.4: User profiJ · 
Yow Profl. 
t.abd 
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User can book movie ticket after they login to the CTS system, then enter the 
Ticketing module. 
Cinema Ticketing System 
Book 
Figure 8.5: Ticketing module 
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